SJSU to see layoffs in fall
Two blows to budget blamed
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Showers or spring?
herry trees are blossoming and the sun is shining through the
louds, but umbrellas are blossoming too. February is making a
tab at getting Old Man Winter to leave, but P.E. major Judy
ampbell is taking no chances with possible liquid weather.

By Sean Silverthorne
Layoff of permanent faculty will
"probably" become reality next fall,
and entire programs may be cut
within the next two years, according
to Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns.
Also, at least 54 full-time faculty
positions, and probably more, will
be lost next fall, with an added loss
of staff used to support those
positions, according to Burns.
Burns, Dean of Faculty Robert
Sasseen and Dean of Academic
Planning Jack Foote outlined a brief
history of budget cuts now biting into
SJSU, and outlined probable dates
on when decisions on cuts will be
made.
SJSU’s budget has suffered two
major blows, they said.
Declining enrollment in fall
meant a "payback" to the state of
$457,891, while Proposition 13
ultimately meant a further loss of
approximately $850,000.
On top of those cuts Governor
Brown added a 1 percent cut from
next year’s budget. The California
State University and Colleges
ICSUC ) system has not yet made
public how that loss will be
distributed among the 19-campus
system.
Declining enrollment has
claimed 46 of the 54 faculty
positions, while Proposition 13
paybacks have taken another eight
positions, Burns said.
Projected enrollment determines how many faculty positions
are funded by the state, Burns said.
When enrollment drops, so does
money for faculty positions.

Faculty cuts from Proposition 13
were based on a systemwide "need"
formula using curricula and level of
instruction ( lower and upper
division, and graduate), as determining factors.
Along with those faculty
positions go support staff, such as
secretaries. As faculty positions are
eliminated, so will support staff,
Burns said.
Decisions on where to cut
positions will primarily be determined by enrollment.
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figures are available.
Decisions on faculty cuts will be
made by the Council of Deans, which
Burns chairs, "probably around
mid -April," according to the
academic vice president.
Program and class offering cuts
will also be decided around that
time, he said.
Burns said layoff of permanent
faculty "probably" would occur
next fall.
"It is also clear that we will
have to eliminate some kinds of
programs," Burns said. "It is fair to
say that two years from now we will
not have all the programs we have
now."

Fullerton receives good marks
from faculty polled last week
By Erik Sjobeck
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
received good marks for her performance in office thus far, according to faculty polled last week.
In the aftermath of Proposition
13 and with California’s higher
education systems facing budget
cutbacks, faculty members agreed
it is "a difficult time to be
president."
Fullerton was selected last
summer to succeed former
President John Bunzel. Bunzel,
often the center of controversy, was
not popular with SJSU’s faculty.
Toward the end of Bunzel’s tenure in
office, low faculty morale became a
much-reported problem.
One percent of SJSU’s more

than 1,700 faculty members were
interviewed in an attempt to
measure their response to Fullerton’s first semester as president.
"She (Fullerton) has improved
morale tremendously just by being
who she is," said Selma Burkom,
professor of English. "Everybody
has been struck by her sincerity."
"In these times, to make people
feel even vaguely that they’ve got a
chance, is great," Burkom
remarked.
"Fullerton is much more interested in faculty opinion than
Bunzel was," said C.M. Larsen,
professor of mathematics. "She
works more easily with the faculty.
John Bunzel often treated the
faculty as an adversary."
Rex Burbank, professor of
English, saw a difference in the
personalities of Fullerton and
Bunzel.
"I think she’s done very well,"
he said. "Though it’s conjecture, I
believe that Fullerton is likely to try
to reconcile and reduce differences
and avoid difficulties, while John
Bunzel enjoyed the rough and
tumble of intellectual debates and
conflict."
Terry Christensen, professor of
political science, was pleasantly
surprised by Fullerton’s performance.

"She’s turned out better than I
had expected," he said. "It’s been
eight years since the president had
anything nice to say about this
university and faculty. Bunzel was
inaccessible and condescending (to
the faculty).
"Fullerton is a more able
politician. She has a better conception of relations between the
university and the community,
which is my main area of concern."
Citing "an incredible number of
difficulties" brought about by Gov.
Brown’s order to cut by 10 percent
the budgets of all. state agencies,
Lawrence Chenoweth, professor of
New College, termed the situation
"a nightmare."
Chenoweth, nevertheless, expressed confidence in Fullerton.
"She understands bureaucratic
structures and mazes and handles
them well. She knows the (California
State University and Colleges)
system well and does her
homework," he said. "She’ll be
fighting as hard as she can for
what’s good for SJSU."
Philip Jacklin, professor of
philosophy, seemed to agree.
"I couldn’t be happier about the
job she’s done," he said. "She’s got
the right commitments."
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A few faculty members were a
little more critical.
"She tries hard," said William
Tillinghast, assistant professor of
journalism. "But instead of
delegating authority to others, she
gets involved herself when there is
no reason for her to do so."
Tillinghast cited Fullerton’s
defense of SJSU’s athletic program
when it was under investigation last
fall for alleged NCAA rule
violations.
"However, she does have
weekly press conferences, which is
more than Bunzel did," said
Tillinghast.
Philosophy lecturer Steven Voss
was also miffed by Fullerton’s
4111.11011a* comments during the NCAA investigation.
"It was a minor thing, but it got
under my skin," he said. "She
sounded like Richard Nixon
defending his aides."
Voss believed it was still too
early to form a valid opinion of what
kind of president Fullerton will
make.
"I would like to see her grow
into the job. Let’s give her a chance.
Let’s see what she’s going to stand
up for."
photo by ,hotet
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Other faculty members shared
Gail Fullerton
this view.
"It is still an open question, a
blank board," said Marvin Lee,
professor of economics. "I have no
indication of what kind of leadership
she will provide.
"There are two areas we’d like
to hear from her on: academic
freedom and community relations.
She’s been invisible so far."
"President who?" asked Roger
ordinance to work in harmony with
the board hopes it will serve as a Hedge, part-time instructor with the
the board to produce an ordinance
model for cities within the county.
Department of Human Perwhich would reflect the needs of
formance.
developers as well as families with
Journalism Associate Prof.
Mobile home parks and senior
children.
citizen apartment complexes will be Irene Epstein didn’t mince words.
"Ask me after I :aid out whether
exempt from the ordinance.
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
or not I’ve been promoted," she said
pointed out that Tri-County had
smiling.
San Francisco presently has a
already been invited to participate
(Coodoued on back page)
similar
ordinance
and
Palo
Alto
is
in the drafting of the ordinance, but
considering one.
that they had declined the offer.
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"Programs which increase
enrollment will get more positions,"
Burns said. He added that the
chancellor’s office has placed a
freeze on creating any new class
offerings. If a department was
allotted more classes, another
department would have to give up a
corresponding number of its classes.
Another possible budget danger
lies two weeks down the road when
this semester’s enrollment figures
are finalized. SJSU must enroll
18,327 full-time students ( those
carrying at least 15 units) to avoid
another payback to the state, according to the three administrators.
No comprehensive preliminary

Fullerton blames faculty cuts
n smaller student enrollment
By Stephen Cohodas
and Carla Baker
"The academic world doesn’t
on on the same clocks as other
ople do," SJSU President Gail
ullerton told members of campus
edia Tuesday at her weekly press
onference in Tower Hall.
Her statement seemed to typify
er administration’s attitude toward
e pending budgetary crunch in the
ce of sweeping cuts in other
ortions of the public sector.
She cited a declining enrollment
s the major cause of faculty cutacks. Between 40 to 45 postions are
lated to be dropped because of a
ss of more than 1,000students.
Fullerton said many of these
ositions were the result of an overstirnate by the university on
nrollment projections.
In addition to the faculty cutck from the enrollment drop,
JSU is tentatively slated for the
oss of eight faculty positions as a
esult of Proposition 13. She said the
etails have yet to be worked out in
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the chancellor’s office. The final
decision is expected by May.
Fullerton said she hopes the
university could be "flexible" and
"innovative" in its approach to the
loss of the faculty positions. One
examply she pointed to would be
transferring history faculty from
social sciences to business.
No specific departments were
mentioned as currently being
targeted for cutbacks. Each
department will be reviewed by the
University Enrollment Patterns
Committee, she said.
"This is a university policy
recommended last year by the
Academic Senate, and until their
work is finished," she said, "I can’t
say what exactly will happen."
The
committee
monitors
enrollment changes and was
established by former SJSU
President John Bunzel.
"As far as the allocation of
resources internally," she said,
"that is primarily the responsibility
of the vice president. Every year the
academic vice president determines
where there are to be shifts in
resources to meet shifts in
enrollment."
Fullerton didn’t rule out the
possibility of consolidating departments with other Bay Area campuses in the California State
University and Colleges system.
She commented on other topics
briefly ranging from Spartan
Stadium to Iranian students at
SJSU.

a.,

She said "not a dollar of state
money" is being spent for the expansion project at Spartan Stadium.
The repayment of a $750,000 loan
from David Packard, still in the
negotiation stage, would be repaid
from a percentage of gate receipts
at every event in the stadium.
Fullerton praised the Urban
Planning Masters program at SJSU
for its success in receiving a "letter
of recognition" from the American
Institute of Planners. She said the
University of Southern California
and the University of California at
Berkeley are the only other shcools
in the state with equal distinction.
The School of Library Science
was also mentioned for its attainrnent of full accredidation. The
American Library Association had
dropped SJSU form its roster of
accredited school "about three or
four years ago," she said.
that :ire

not part-way toward a doctorate,"
she said, "These are programs that
in themselves complete the
professional background for the
particular field."
Fullerton briefly reviewed the
problem of continuing sexual
violence around the SJSU campus.
She said everything which could be
done to provide adequate lighting on
campus had been done.
In response to news reports that
the FBI is requesting college
campuses to maintain surveillance
programs on Iranian students
suspected of membership in the
Iranian Student Association,
Fullerotn flatly denied that any such
practice is happening on this
campus.

Board of Supervisors passes
anti-discrimination ordinance
By James P. Wagner
The Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors passed a controversial ordinance banning
housing discrimination on the basis
of age, pregnancy or the presence of
minor children despite vocal opposition from a packed house in the
board
chambers
Tuesday.
The board had approved the
ordinance in principle Jan. 9.
Tuesday’s action was approval of
the language of the ordinance
submitted to the board after final
revision by the county attorneys.
The ordinance goes into effect 30
days after its second reading Feb.

20.

To the majority of audience
members who opposed the ordinance at Tuesday’s meeting, the
afternoon was an exercise in futility.
The often long-winded debate from
the opposition lasted nearly five
hours, in spite of the board’s
previous approval of the measure.

Supervisor Rod Diridon said the
growth of jobs in the Santa Clara
County has outstripped the growth
rate for new housing, creating
housing scarcity.

weather

Earl Dewey Cain, who was
arrested Jan. 30 in connection with a
daytime assault on a female Sall
student, will be arraigned in Santa
Clara County Superior Court Feb.
20.

This scarcity, according to
Diridon, falls hardest on young
families, a condition responsible in
part for the board’s action.
"It’s a human tragedy that
occurs in this county every day,"
said Diridon, referring to
discrimination to families with
children. "It makes a family feel
that their children are repugnant."

Representatives from ’Fri County Apartment Association and
residents of senior citizen apartment
complexes provided the most vocal
opposition to the ordinance.

Tr -County ch4.
4:1 the problem
facing the county is not housing
discrimination, but rather the
housing shortage in general.

It was the position of Tr -County
that the housing industry should be
consulted before passage of the

The ordinance affects only those
apartment complexes in unincorporated areas of the county, but

Arraignment
for assailant

The high today will be 62,
falling to an overnight low of 45.
Increasing clouds and morning
fog will change to showers by 6
p.m. Light winds are expected
from the south. Forecast
courtesy of SJSU Meteorology
Department.

Cain, 54, of 2345 Mather Court,
San Jose, is being held on one count
of possession of a weapon while
committing a felony, two counts of
false imprisonment, ( holding a
person "against his will", and one
count of battery. Bail has been set at
$20,000 for the unemployed house
painter .
He fit the description given to
Unviersity Police by an 18-year-old
student of a man who held her and
made suggestive comments to her
near the northwest corner of the
Speech and Drama Building.
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Regulating childrens advertising; pro, con
Anti-regulation

Editorial

Almighty mom bette:
than FTC regulation

Advertising restricted
by parents, not FTC
Fruit Loops, Coco Puffs and Captain Crunch have been
on trial recently. For two weeks last month, these and other
highly sugared cereals advertised to children were blasted
by consumer advocates and defended by manufacturers
during Federal Trade Commission ( FTC) hearings in San
Francisco.
At issue were several FTC proposals that would " unsweeten" kid-vid, that cartoon ghetto that glues so many
children to their sets Saturday morning. The proposals range
from a plan to have cereal manufacturers pay for TV spots
stressing nutrition, to an out-and-out ban on TV advertising
for children.
During the hearings, scores of witnesses stressed the
unhealthy effects of too much sugar and the gullibility of
youngsters to the glamour and excitement of skillfully
produced TV advertising.
On the other side of the issue fell the manufacturers who,
they say, stand to lose hundreds of millions of dollars a year
if the FTC decides to put tight restrictions on children’s
advertising.
There already exists restrictions on advertising to
prohibit the TV selling of such provably and potentially
dangerous products as liquor and cigarettes. Without advocating a diet heavy with sugar, one can hardly place
sugared cereals in the same category as tobacco and alcohol.
But the most telling argument against tighter controls
rests with the fact that it is parents, not their children, who do
the actual buying of the Fruit Loops and the rest. Parents
control the purse strings and, with a little will power, can say
no" when little Johnny or Suzie demands the latest sugarcoated treat.
The FTC hearing was beneficial in that it alerted parents
to the vast amount of sophisticated effort that goes into
pushing children’s products. The hearings also brought out
the nutritional drawbacks of much of the food that’s advertised to children.
But it now should be up to parents, not the FTC, to act on
this knowledge to protect their children.

.

monitor their purchase? Are
children well enough informed and
wise enough to evaluate for themjudicious
and
make
selves
judgments?
If not, should television commercials aimed at the vast child
market be restricted, curtailed, and
legislated?
A precedence for this was set
when cigarette commercials were
banned from television. And, though
perhaps with little effect, cigarette
Gene R Mechnnus is a
Psychology professor

packages contain a warning, in
relatively small print. A cumbersome and controversial
monitoring agency could be
established but doing so would
ignore the real issue here.
The real issue is the power and,
even more importantly, the
obligation of parents to influence
their children in positive ways.
Children may identify with TV
characters but they identify far
more strongly with a concerned,
considerate and caring parent.
And, because of this, parents
play a major role in affecting, for
better or for worse, their children’s
behavior, attitudes and values.
Any parent who feels at the
mercy of his 4-year-old’s persistent
whining in the cereal section of the
local supermarket neglects and
forfeits his crucial role as a parent.
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OUR FUTURE 6ENERATior4 ?
Pro regulation

Parents need succor
controlling advertising
By Dan Miller
When mom tells her children to
select a cereal in the supermarket,
youngsters usually don’t check the
ingredients to find the cereal that’s
best for them.
Some children select their
favorite cereal by checking brand
names and what is popular amongst
schoolmates and friends.
But most children choose the
cereal marked, "inside this package

Need parental control
By Gene R. Medinnus
Television advertising is big
business. Enormous sums are spent
each year by manufacturers to
everything
from
advertise
automobiles to Tylenol I which one
may find necessary following the
viewing of television ads).
General Foods spent $12 million
in 1976 advertising dog food and in
that year the armed forces spent $67
million on television advertising to
encourage young people to enlist.
Ten million dollars worth of advertising financed the 1977 Superbowl, with 30-second spots costing
from $1 million to $1.5 million.
Television
advertising
is
powerful. Highly developed advertising
research
furnishes
evidence showing the effectiveness
of television commercials.
Adults readily and willingly
rush out to buy products which they
see advertised on television. While
the effectiveness of subliminal
messages on television remains to
be documented, there is nothing
subliminal nor subtle about most
television commercials.
Since television advertising is
big business and since television
advertising wields a powerful influence on adult tastes and purchases, it is not at all surprising that
children, too, are influenced by the
cleverly designed commercials
promoting various products for
children, primarily cereals and toys.
These commercials are
animated; they are colorful; they
are humorous: they are loud. The
jingles are tuneful and catchy.
McDonald’s "We do it all for you"
far surpasses "Twinkle, twinkle,
little star" which never did have a
great deal going for it. We can only
hope that You noticed the coffee?"
and You can call me Ray" do not
become a part of our common
jargon; future generations have a
right to expect something better
from us. )
Children identify with TV
characters and, as a consequence,
they tend to imitate their behavior.
Ronald McDonald is far more
loveable than many fathers
(mothers may or may not be another
matter).
If Ronald wants you to dance
along with him to the nearest
neighborhood McDonald’s to purchase a Big Mac with all the
(calorie-filled) trimmings, what
law-abiding
decent,
normal,
American child could refuse?
Spinach and carrots don’t stand a
chance.
But if a majority of breakfast
cereals are of little food value, and
perhaps are even harmful and if
some toys eject small missiles which
children may choke on, who is to

.

Parents can be and must be, in
charge of the ballgame. I would
prefer not to think that parents are
powerless in counteracting social
influences which they regard as
harmful to their children.
But perhaps it is too late to
educate parents. What then? A
curriculum of nutrition education
should be established in the schools
from kindergarten through high
school.
Currently operating projects
that involve high school students
discussing the dangers of smoking
with elementary school children
have yielded positive results.
The peer group wields an increasingly powerful influence
throughout the growing up years.
Let’s make use of this fact.
Adequate and accurate health
information presented to children
cannot be expected to solve the
problem completely. But at least
this approach focuses on one important aspect of the problem.
Sure, children are influenced by
television, both the programs and
the commercials, but so are adults.
Indeed, children may be no more
suggestible than adults. Rather than
banning all television commercials
(personally I am in favor of banning
all television), let’s focus on the
other important aspect of the
problem, the vital role played by
parents in influencing their children.

a free toy, as seen on TV." and
throw it in mom’s shopping cart.
A free magnifying glass tense
inside specially marked packages of
Wheat Chez will sell more cereal
than a brand that requires 100 proofof-purchase seals, a dollar and six
months delivery time. But it takes
television to inform children of that
"special" offer.
Children, given purchasing
power by parents ( such as selecting
their own cereal), or allowed to
influence their parents buying
habits, are naive, easily influenced
and/or intimidated by. , children’s
advertising.
Youngsters are without the
benefit of wisdom and years of
experience and are, therefore, too
naive to make major decisions.
An example of how naive
children can be, is illustrated in
everyday situations such as this
episode.
One day, not knowing what a
skunk was, a group of kids playing in
the back yard, came across a skunk.
The children were delighted with
their new friend and went to the
back door to show mom.
Mom took one look at the skunk
in the arms of one of the little boys
and screamed, "run kids!"
The boys obeyed their mom and
ran off, carrying the skunk with
them.
Besides capitalizing on the innocence of a child’s ignorance,
television has a strong influence on
children, especially if the advertiser
makes use of animation.
Animate just about any
television program and children will
stare at the tube fascinated and love
the program. The same effect works
for advertising.
If children cannot be influenced,
there is always intimidation.
"Be the first one on your block to
have a XO-5 Glaring Rocket."
Intimidated, the children beg
mom and dad for the X0-5 rocket.
Billy has one, Tommy has one, why
shouldn’t Johnny.
Many believe children’s advertising can and should be controlled by the parent, but the parent
is not to be blamed.
The SJSU Theater Arts
Department estimates the average
person views 2,000 hours of
television a year.
With both parents working eight
hours a day in many instances today
and children having six hours of
school, weekends and summers off,
it figures children watch more than
2,000 hours of television a year.
A parent cannot be held
responsible for holding down a 40 to
48 hour a week job and control what
their children watch on television.
Just as the consumer needs the
help of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) or the Better
Business Bureau (BBB), parents
need help with children’s advertising.
Because
children
are
vulnerable, highly influenced and
intimidated by commercial
television and because the parent
cannot feasibly control their
children, parents need help controlling television advertising.
c
This help is available if the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the FTC would
be allowed to step in and regulate
children’s commercial advertising
on television.

By James P. Wagner
The following is an episode from
a continuing drama that plays daily
at the cereal counter of any large
supermarket.
Kid: "Hey mom, can we get
some Glucose Pops?"
Mom: "No."
Kid: "Auuhh, please mom? !"
Mom: "No."
Kid: "Mom, I said Please!"
Mom: "No."
At the conclusion of this short
cereal serial, the kid concedes to
mom’s irrefutable logic and settles
for Cream of Wheat.
Recently the Federal Trade
Commission i FTC), pushed by
numerous consumer groups, has
investigated the idea of imposing
severe restrictions on children’s
advertising. The target for these
hearings is the sugar-coated cereal
ads shown during pre-teen prime
time hours on Saturday morning.
Among the proposals set forth at
the FTC hearings in San Francisco,
James P Wagner is a
Spartan Daily reporter

are a complete ban on ads aimed at
kids between the ages of zero and 12
years.
Further, to counter the effects of
sugar-coated ads, advertisers would
be compelled to show commercials
extolling the virtues of balanced
nutrition.
In other words, the FTC would
condemn Captain Crunch to the
dubious camaraderie of the
Marlboro Cowboy and the Phillip
Morris bell hop, past victims of
government -imposed
ad
regulations.
And, the proponents of the kidvid ad ban have some heavy guns on
their side.
One of the strongest arguments
is set forth by New York
psychologist Robert Liebert. Liebert
contends that kids under the age of
seven are unable to distinguish
between an advertisement and a
regular program, and therefore are

unable to effectively decide on
truth of the material presented in)
ad.
Another proponent of a kid ad ban is Harry M. Snyder, a CF
sumer’s Union representative,
testified at the FTC hearings in
Francisco that children nell
protection from unscrupulous
vertisers, who manipulate the t
nocence and gullibility of childr,
to sell sweetened cereal. He se
kids need the same kind of protc..
bon against misleading advertisiA
that children 50 years ago neede4
counter oppressive child -la
conditions.
Good arguments, but I find :
proposal to place legal restraints
the ad industry outrageous.
By imposing regulations
children’s advertising, the FTC
dangerously expanding their cr
powers of regulation, exercising
manifest -destiny
attitude
government control over the
tamed frontier of free expression.
Further, the FTC is presumn
to take the place of parents I
dictating what is fitting viewing fa
for youngsters.
Two legal scholars, Lawreni
H. Tribe of Harvard University ar
Philip B. Kurland of the Universi
of Chicago, hold that such a ban
unconstitutional and if passed,
bound to wind up in court.
Besides, sugar, the culpi
behind the controversy is .
ubiquituous in the American di
that limiting only the advertising
sugared breakfast cereal produc
would have only a minimal effect,
best. Apples have more sugar tht
most sweetened cereals.
a:
already
Advertisers
required to place a disclaimer
cereal ads, "Part of a balanci
breakfast," or some other nonsen:
for kids to ignore.
And, the tendency for children
grab and swallow would furth,
weaken the effectiveness of any Fl
regulation.
However, a factor beyond tl
scope of FTC intervention, will (
more to limit kids’ sugar intake thk
mere governmental law.
That is the power of U
Almighty Mom.
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letters
Gen. ed.
I read with interest the 55-page
document submitted by the Ad Hoc
Committee on General Education,
dated Oct. 30, 1978, which proposes
to raise the G.E. requirements from
40 to 48 units.
Despite all the high flown
rhetoric displayed (e.g., substantive
subject matter, liberations from
narrow parochialism, unity of
knowledge, Cognate Structure or
better yet "Coordinative Cognate
Structure," interconnections of
knowledge, etc., etc.) the report
says in effect we cannot provide a
"liberal education" in 40 units but
another 8 units will do the trick! It
also implies that the faculty now
teaching the 40 units cannot or will
not teach "substantively" but that
they will in 48 units. Sophistry,
where is thy sting?
Also nothing is mentioned about
the incoming raw material is it the
responsibility of a university to
teach remedial high school English?
Neither were finances considered. Some 4,800 students (’4 of
our 19,200 FTES will take 2 extra
units per year) 8 units 4 years = 2,
I guess) or a total of 9,600 units/year
or 3,200 classes of 3 units. Dividing
this by 18 ( our S/T ratio) gives 177
additional courses to be taught
thus, assuming each instructor
teaches 8 courses a year, resulting in
some 22 additional faculty positions.
Multiplying this by $19,156 ( average
pay for an associate professor) =
$421,432 increase for faculty pay
alone. This amount represents 25
percent of the increase requested for
the 1978/79 budget ($51,328,196 vs
$49,656,580 budgeted for this year)
for this campus.
For the state college system
with 236,450 FTES, the price tag
comes to some $5,190,000 per year
which is about 1 percent of the 10
percent cut ordered by Jerry for the
system ($672 million x 10 percent =
$67 million.) One casually wonders
where Bert is going to get the
money.
If students are required to take

an additional 8 units, then this, i
effect, will require 8/11 of
semester longer to acquire a degre.
(Students now average 11 + unit
per semester). If their earnin
potential is conservativel
estimated at $5,000 per semeste
then earnings ( wages) forgone wi
be 8/11 x $5,000 = $3,600 pt
student. This is income gone foreve
(a cost) with the benefits consistin
of a hoped for "educated" studen
($3,600 compounded at a lousy
percent interest reaches $24,217 in
years.)
J.H. Creveling
Chairman, Industrial &
Systems Engineering

Library use
Editor:
In response to Norman Got.
wetter’s "Taxpayer Cheated by
CSUC," the facts on our circulation
policy are correct as far as they go.
However, he facts are very incomplete.
There is more to the library use
policy than checking out material
directly from CSUC libraries. Unlike
private institutions, such as Stan
ford, we are an open stack, open
access library and any member of
the general public may use any
SJSU library materials in th
buildTinhusg.,
the Gotwetter article is
not correct in fact, the public is
able to "use" something they pay for
and support.
In addition, public libraries
have inter-library loan operations. If
a member of the general public
cannot obtain a title from the public
library, the "taxpayer" may ask
that his public library borrow the
title from another library. The
lending library is often a university
Therefore our library materials
are not exclusively reserved for a
small number of borrowers, but our
students and faculty do get "first
priority" borrowing
jopBrievililweghiestiateh,
Circulation Librarian
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Squeee on lemons relieves sour grapes

Special program solves car complaints
By Karen Ewing
General Motors vehicle
owners who believe they
have bought a lemon, now
have a chance to perhaps
sweeten their bitterness.
In a test program, the
Better Business Bureau of
Santa Clara Valley is acting as an arbitrator between the consumer and
GM.
may
Customers
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Airlift to evacuate
Americans in Iran
WASHINGTON API
he Carter administration
lans to resume mass
vacuation of Americans
rom Iran this weekend
ith the ultimate goal of
irlifting 5,000 from the
mbattled country, it was
!arned yesterday.
U.S. officials said 1,700
r the nearly 7,000
mericans still in Iran are
repa red to leave irniediately. The Tehran
irport, kept shut by the
ew regime of the
yatollah
Ruhollah
homeini as it tries to
ilidify its control, is exwted to be reopened
aturday after obTvances of religious
olidays.
The goal ot the
iacuation is to reduce the
merican community in
’an -- U.S. officials,
isinessmen, teachers and
hers to no more than
000.
The decision was taken
I light of the storming of
he U.S. embassy in
iivntown Tehran by an
Tried band that took
mbassador
William
illivan and 101 other
mericans hostage.
Hours after the
mericans were freed
’ednesday,
State
epartment spokesman
odding Carter said he did
)t know whether any of
attacking
forces
he
!mained in the compound.
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The program covers
any car or truck which has
been in service for not
more than three years or

has not been driven more
30.000
than
miles,
whichever comes first.
However, customers
must still take the initial
steps.
Dissatisfied
customers must first
to
a local GM
complain
dealer, then the GM
divisional office if still
displeased. The Better
Business Bureau is the next

Copy prices reduced
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complain about the
vehicle’s performance in
areas covered under GM’s
12-month or 12,000 miles
new car warranty. Also,
problems with interupting
the warranty can be taken
to the bureau.

spokesman
The
7edited the Khomeini
quickly
acting
!gime for
free the ambassador and
le others and said Assad
omayoun, the charge at
ie Iranian embassy here,
!lephoned assurances
Khomeini
the
om
overnment that the army
.ould protect them.

U.S. officials and all
dependents were ordered
out.
Defense
Earlier,
Department officials said
some airlift units in Europe
their
have
upgraded
readiness, but that no
military forces have been

SACRAMENTO (AP) - Assembly Speaker Leo
McCarthy said yesterday
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.’s
staff
is
pressuring
legislators to support a
constitutional convention
to force a balanced federal
budget.
But the San Francisco
Democrat again predicted
a resolution calling for the
convention
would
be
rejected by the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
On another subject, he
predicted Brown would
portray lawmakers as big
spenders if the governor
does not get the 80 bills
needed to implement some
of his proposed budget cuts
through the Legislature.
"I assume that was
going to happen from the
first moment that I heard
that 80 bills would be
required to affectuate the
budget cuts," McCarthy,
referring to- a characterization Brown has used
in the past.
"That’s as predictable
as rain in winter."
McCarthy, who is on
increasingly
strained
terms with the Democratic
governor, has been complaining that Brown has not
been moving fast enough to
draft the bills so there
would be enough time to
pass them.

Last summer, when
violence in Iran mounted,
there were some 45,000
Americans
in
Iran.
Gradually, this number
was reduced.

Brown called last
month for a convention to
draft a balanced-budget
amendment if Congress
fails to pass one. McCarthy
has been leading opposition. contending a
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Copi Co., owner of the
machines, used to charge a
nickel for each copy. Its
contract was renewed with
Spartan Shops during the
summer of 1977 with a
revision for a 5-cent price
increase in a year, Dolan
said.

Brown pushes convention
to balance federal budget

A power failure has
but
all
resented
cornagmentary
between
iunication
rashington and the emno
secure
issy. There is
iannel open for the
issing of sensitive inrmation.

In late December all
mericans not having
rgent business were
dvised to leave. Earlier
tis month, nonessential

placed on special alert.
By freeing Sullivan and
the hostages who had been
held by guerrillas in the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran,
the Khomeini regime
spared U.S. officials from
having to decide whether to
take military action to
protect the Americans.

By Debbie Hunainger
Rising prices could
almost be added to death
and taxes as sure bets, but
thanks to "resistance"
from Mike Dolan, Spartan
Shops vending machines
manager, campus copy
machines take a nickel
instead of a dime to make a
copy.

convention could threaten
civil liberties by opening
the door to other constitutional amendments.
McCarthy, a Brown
ally during the governor’s
first term, is backing a
resolution by Assemblyman Tom Bane, D-Van
Nuys, that urges Congress
to approve a balancedbudget amendment but
does not ask for a convention.
It takes resolutions

from 34 states demanding a
convention to force
Congress to call one. So far,
25 to 28 states have passed
such measures, depending
on the interpretation of the
resolutions.
The Ways and Means
Committee is scheduled to
hold its second hearing on
the
convention
issue
Thursday, and McCarthy
was asked at his weekly
press conference if he still
thought he would win.

State Senate bill
will cut surplus
SACRAMENTO (AP) The state budget surplus
would be scrutinized and
excesses returned to
taxpayers to avoid obscenely large surpluses
under a bill approved by a
Senate committee.
The bill, SB 185 by Sen.
James Mills, D-San Diego,
was approved by the
Governmental
Senate
Organizations Committee
by a 7-0 vote Tuesday. It
goes to the Senate Finance
Committee.
would
bill
The
establish a Commission on
State Finance, which would
make quarterly and annual
projections of the size of
the surplus.

Department of Finance
and
the
nonpartisan
legislative analyst, who
works for the Legislature.
Critics said that
resulted in a $5 billion
surplus, termed "obscene"
by Unruh, that fueled
support for Proposition 13,
the $7 billion property tax
cut initiative.
The bill would also give
the Franchise Tax Board
power to make tax rebates
unless the Legislature
provided a method of
returning surplus funds
within two years of the
bill’s effective date, Jan. 1,
1980.

copy
Accordingly,
machines were a dime a
copy last summer. During
the last semester break,
however, Copi Co. changed
the machines to a nickel a
copy.
"I am sure they (Copi
Co.) found resistance at 10
cents," Dolan said. "They
found resistance from us,
but we had a contract so
there wasn’t much else we
could do,"
the
"Between
Bookstore and Copi Co. we
have come up with a new
concept trying to get the
copy prices down for the
students," said Dave
Dolton, with Copi Co.’s
Hayward office marketing
division.
Dolton said "the cost of
operation" demanded the
price increase to a dime,
but he explained, "A loss is
sometimes a gain. By
students having the price
reduced they will use the
machines more often so we
are hoping the volume will
increase."
Dolan said Copi Co.
plans to install a different
type of copy machine,
making "perfect" copies at
lower operating costs. One
new machine is already
functioning in the library
and others are expected to
replace all 16 copiers on
campus, he said.
Dolton said although
the initial cost of the new
machines is higher, the
paper it uses is less expensive than the electrostatic paper used in the
current machines.
Dolan said he
"hoping for at least
new one a month,"
Dolton said, "We
probably be putting in
or three a month."

is
one
but
will
two

Copi Co. services most
copy machines daily and

some of the busier ones
twice a day, Dolan said.
The company also
supplies the coin-operated
typewriters and the tencent pen vending mahcines
in the library.

step the unhappy customer
can take.
The bureau tries to
mediate between the
consumer and GM. If
unable to satisfy both
parties, the bureau then
takes the complaint to its
pool of voluntary arbitrators. The consumer
chooses on of these arbitrators ot rule on his
complaint.
GM is bound by the
arbitrator’s decision.
Arbitration by an
impartial third party
results in better customer
satisfaction, GM’s San
regional
Francisco
manager of the public
relations
staff,
Stan
Maddox, said.
It wai the success of
similar tests in MinMinn., and
neapolis,
Buffalo , N.Y., which

Snow conditions
for this weekend
best of season
Ski and weather
conditions promise to be
some of the best of the
season for the coming
three-day weekend according to the California
State
Automobile
Association.

Valley - two feet of new
snow on a 5 to 6+foot base;

As of Wednesday
morning, Sierra resorts
had reported from 1+ to + 4
feet of new snow and
another, less intense
storm, is expected to drop
an additional 6 inches to 1
foot of dry cover snow
bef ore Saturday.

Squaw Valley - 8 to 10 inches on a five foot base;
Sierra Ski Ranch 20+inches on a four foot
base; Badger Pass
nine+ inches on four feet;
June and Mammoth
Mountains in Southern
California both reported 20
inches on 4 feet of base.

prompted the California
tests, Maddox said.
Only 22 ocmpa lints
have resulted in arbitration
in the other two test
programs, he said. Maddox
did not have the total
amount of complaints
taken by ther Minnesota
and New York bureaus.
The program began
Feb. 12 and will go on inRuth
definitely, said
Watson. the local Bureau’s
vice president.
San Francisco, Mann,
Sa Mateo, Alameda and
Contra Costa counties have
also recently begun the
program.

Thespian
is woman
of the year
CAMBRIDGE, Mass,
I API
-Actress’
photographer
Candice
Bergen has received the
engraved pudding pot and
roses that go with being
named "1979 Woman of the
Year" by Harvard’s Hasty
Pudding Club.
"Not bad for a ventriloquist’s daughter who
got 300 on her College
Board exams," joked
Bergen upon receiving the
award
along with a
Radcliffe sweatshirt
Teachers & Social Workers
Inciting lob Opportunities
Await You In Israel

All skiing is on powder,
machine groomed and
packed snow, CSAA said.
Chains are required on
most mountain roads and
CSAA recommends calling
ahead as weather-and road
conditions will be constantly changing.

mcDonaies
s

WE’RE MORE
THAN FAST:

Conditions as of
Wednesday morning were
Truckee,
as follows:

. INEXPENSIVE
QUALITY
CLEAN

Tahoe-Donner - 8 to 18
inches of new snow on
five + feet of packed snow;
Sugar Bowl at Norden - two
feet on 7 to 9+feet of
packed snow; Powder
Bowl - 8 to 10 +inches on a
four foot base; Heavenly

We’re on San Carlos, just one
block from the Men’s Gym
.

COUPON
PURCHASE A GREAT TASTING BIG
MACAND GET A FREE REGULAR
SIZE ORDER OF OUR FAMOUS
FRENCH FRIES

C,C)OD TfiRU 2 28
cvv,

CONVENIENT
DELICIOUS
HOT

7’ I
NIcDonald’s

I per customer per visit
iieiween

Simply the ligh
purest, finest
cigarette papers
money can buy.
292 Latayene Street N

State Treasurer Jess
Unruh suggested the bill,
saying it would avoid last
year’s confusion over state
finances when lawmakers
got different surplus
projections from Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr.’s
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Your Road
is Open at
Peterbilt...

I...tea:tilt Motors. manutat hirer ot the world s finest
ustom-built. heavy-duty Our ks is seeking talented.
highly motivated men and women to min us Our repre
sentanse will be on campus ebruary 19 from8 10-4 30
to talk with you about the est ding career opportunities
available in

Engineering
Sour engineering (legit, . at, quality sonic,’ position. in
the design anti prilichii torn iv, air brake systems, engine
systems, transmissions and elm t rit al systems

Planning
Your B S in Business Administi anon with emphasis Ill
inventory,materrals u ontrol can ticiality V011 lot positions
in planning. scheduling and expediting pint hased anti
lured pa/ Is

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

Management Trainee
AIM a IleKrel iii 111ille, ’1171illislIaium
Indust oal
technology or Prod. lion Management, shut an quality
to, a management trainee position which will pros tde
you with a challenging and rewarding went path in a
production environment
Peterbilt offers ex( client starting 5i11411 es a c oinplete
benefits program and a i weer t hallenge who h will lulls
utilize your ability and education

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

For more into/ matron. sign lip at the Placement Moe tor
your on.,
inter y iew February 19.

1 HUGHES
Georg a my. awe woe *one..
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

THE PRUNEYARD
(408) 371-3110
10% off with this cou on
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feature
’The whole philosophy.. .is to provide a support
service for the unprepared student’

ASPIRE tutors reach out to students
By IS. Whaley
ASPIRE, a tutorial
program
for
"underprepared" students,
keeps a low profile on the
SJSU campus. Although
many students recognize
the name, most are unsure
about what it is or what its
purpose is.
"The whole philosophy
of ASPIRE is to provide a
support service for the
underprepared student,"
said Luisa Priddy, tutorial
coordinator
for the
program.

ASPIRE is an acronym
for a program funded
federally by the U.S. Office
of Education. The initials
stand for Academic Support Program for Increased Retention in
Education.
"The major purpose of
the program is to help
retain students at SJSU
who come with potentially
underprepared backgrounds,"
said
Carolyn
Hamilton, director of
ASPIRE.
"There are a lot of

students coming into SJSU
who may not be able to
complete a college degree
without assistance" she
said.
ASPIRE, located in the
Old Science Building room
220, focuses primarily on
students who need
academic skills such as
reading,
writing and
mathematics. Other skills
include notetaking, reading
for main ideas, and many
others necessary for an
understanding of college
courses.

flashback
19 years ago today:
SJSU President Dr.
Robert D. Clark addressed the faculty at its
opening
semester
meeting. Clark asked
the faculty to help solve
the problems of the
growing institution.
the
Stressing
constant need for improving the quality of
instruction at SJSU,
Clark said education,
"is our most precious
heritage and quite
properly the source of
our greatest pride and
achievement."
senior
Spartan
water poloists Frank
Barnes and Gary Read,
along with sophomore

Jack Likens, were
named to the All America team. SJSU
was ranked second
national
among
collegiate teams the
previous year.
8 years ago today:
The Spartan Daily
was on the scene as
POWs ended the longest
leg of their journey back
from captivity. Three of
the 20 soldiers were
reunited with their
wives and family for a
tearful Valentine’s day
reunion after the POW’s
Vietnam trauma.
Vandals struck the
SJSU parking lot once
again. Student Vivian

La’Mothe returned to
her car after classes to
find her convertible top
slashed, wing window
and SJSU parking
sticker gone.
One year ago today:
Funds for the AS.
Winter Carnival were
still unreported and
according to A.S.
Treasurer Maryanne
Ryan the records, when
audited, would indicate
up to $3,000 gap in the
records.
After 21 innings of
scoreless baseball, the
Spartan ptiching staff’s
bubble burst against UC
Berkeley as SJSU
dropped a 2-1 game.

"Since we’re federally
funded," Hamilton said,
"we have a set of
guidelines we must follow
in selecting students for the
program."
These guidelines are
used to determine who is
"educationally
disadvantaged" and therefore,
who is eligible for the
program.
Some of the guidelines
include amount of income,
overall grade point
average, physical handicap,
community
population whether rural
or urban, whether the
student is a minority
racially, and whether or
not the student speaks
English as a second
language.
ASPIRE
has 77
students the program now.
"We are supposed to be
able to take up to 400
students, but we don’t have
the resources to match
that," Priddy said.
The program has a
two-year grant that ends in
June, Hamilton said. For
this year ASPIRE was
allocated 9124,000 but these
funds have to cover all
expenses
for
two
semesters.
"There is a lot of
competition for the
money," Hamilton said.
"All the colleges apply and
there isn’t enough to go
around."
ASPIRE has been on
campus since the summer,
1977. During the ’77-’78
school year including the
summer session, 305 people
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photo by Shannon Ler,

Ed Deny tutors Consuelo Cruz in some of the finer points of biology in SJSU’s ASPIRE office. Cruz is
one of the 77 students now in the program headquartered in the Old Science Building, room 220
went through the program.
Only 8.5 percent of the
group dropped out of school
according to a performance report on the
program.
The report also stated
that out of all the students
who continued in the
program from fall to
spring, 100 showed improvement in their grade
point average.

The tutors in this
program are a vital part of
the program, Priddy said.
"The ASPIRE tutor is
a para-professional," she
said. "Most tutors are
graduate students and all
are required to take a tutor
training class."
All students are taught
on a one-to-one basis, one
hour per subject per week.
The
admissions

procedure is "quite simple," and only takes about
40 minutes, Priddy said. At
this time, the eligibility of
the prospective applicant is
determined. The student is
then tested to determine
reading ability.
"The reading scores
are important," said
Priddy. "It’s not unusual to
have a student with a fifth
or sixth level reading

ability."
An appointment is then
made with one of the 25
tutors who specializes in a
given subject or subjects.
"My role as director is
to recruit students for the
program by identifying
those that are eligible,"
Hamilton said. "I talk to
student groups, faculty and
others to explain the service we offer."
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Roy Ju
2272 Filbert St
San Francisco. CA 94123
415-929-7674

The Choice Mandarin
Cuisine

The Associated Students Prograrn Board pfeSents
an evening with

since youve seen

THE PAT METHENY GROUP
AMERICAS LEADING YOUNG JAZZ GROUP

4,1tIk

-

FUN and
EXCITEMENT

Meth,’,, pi d vs like wind through trees in heaven
Rolling Stone

OUR CHEFS -- All from our sister restaurant
in Hong Kong, specializing in Hunan,
Szechuan and Shanghai gourmet cuisine.

The greatest
collection
of hotspots in
the Bay Area is in
the
Good Times Guide

BANQUET Et COCKTAILS

die:

Brown Bag Theatre presents
its 1st show

Mary Krause
in

5100 El Camino Reel, Les Alms Inert Rengetortfl
Reservetions 14151 964-6444

alt

TONIGHT, 8 PM
Morris Dailey Auditorium - 2 full sets
Ti, kets Students $5 in advance. 46 at door
Gen public $6 on advance. $7 at door
Tickets at All BASS outlets, San Jose
BOX Office. Galactic Zoo ILos Gatos)
A 5 Business Office I2nd floor Student Union)
L.

For info call 277.2807 or 2 7 7-3228
Ao(noe,

IJSe

of your A S Fees

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily!
Ca11277-3171

at the
Asian American Theater Workshop’s
Valentine’s Party
on Friday February 16
from 9PM - 2A M
at AATW, 4344 California Street
(near 6th Avenue in San Francisco(.
Music by Genre.
Lighting and Special Effects
A A TW’s Technical Staff.
. . . .
.
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SHAKESPEARE’S LADIES
potpourri of comedies, tragedies
historical plays and sonnets.
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OUR PRICE -- Even pleases the budget
watchers.
SPECIAL LUNCH ONLY $2.50 from Monday
to Friday. Special Mandarin Dim Sum
Saturday & Sunday. (Food to go)
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feature
lin ’inside’ view of to

Nazis

’Nazis must make U.S. safe for whites’
i:ditor’s note: In the final
owl of his two-part report
n the American Nazi
’arty, Daily reporter
Gotwetter,
orman
vithout identifying himself
s a reporter, attended a
0-called "white power’
ally with the Nazis in
anta Rosa in September.
’Vincent" is American
siazi Party Commander
kllen Vincent.
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1979 Norman Gotwetter
We had been given
tirections where to meet
)efore the rally and slowly
he different cars arrive
nd we form into a group
gain.
Being early, we wait
while before moving to
he rally site. It’s very hot
nd dry now as we stand in
a
he
shadow
of
ilapidated, crumbling
uilding, the only structure
n an otherwise vacant lot.
Across the street,
several uniformed Santa
Rosa firemen congregate
In front of their station and
look at us. I find myself
ncomfortable, air:13:A like
caged zoo animal and I
Tarn to be able to run over
and tell them I’m not really
member of the Nazis.
I turn away, not
wanting them to see me,
and try to shake the
feeling.
Finally, Vincent calls
me and the two high school
students over to a corner of
the building and points the
way to the rally. He wants
us to leave now so we’ll
arrive 15 or 20 minutes
before the others do.
It’s important, he
emphasizes, that no one
know we’re with the Nazis.
I make sure I’ve got the
instructions correct and
then start out with the two
others.
I say little on the way,
but from what they say, I
realize they’re committed
to the Nazis. Is it my
imagination, or is it getting
hotter?
When we arrive there’s
already a Progressive
IPLP
Labor Party
demonstration under way,
with its 20 or so members
carrying placards and
chanting, "Death to the
Nazis!"
I quickly separate
myself from my companions and begin walking
about taking pictures. I

notice a reporter for KG0TV, Channel 7 in San
Francisco. Not far away, I
notice another from KTVU,
Channel 2 in Oakland-San
Francisco.
There are no doubt
other reporters there and I
learn later the rally was
covered by both wire
services as well as
receiving extensive
coverage in the Santa Rosa
papers.
There are police all
it’s still
but
about,
peaceful. The crowd is
until
neutral
largely
suddenly the Nazis arrive,
being escorted in a sheriff’s
department van.
They are immediately
surrounded in the street by
Santa Rosa police and
sheriffs deputies. As they
attempt to walk the few
feet to the edge of the small
square-, all hell erupts.
I’m on the sidewalk
near the curb trying to take
pictures, there’s a news
team right behind me and

aiming at the Nazis.
I attempt, as best I
can, to take pictures every
time there’s such an
altercation between the
Nazis and the crowd, which
is often.
Beside me, an old
woman, shaking her fists at
the Nazis, yells, "Go home!
We don’t want you here!"
Above me, the air is
full of flying objects and in
front, a Nazi savagely
kicks at one of the crowd
members who attacked
him.
I put an arm over my
head and attempt to take
the pictures using one
hand. A large rock hits me
in the legs, but I hardly feel
it.
The sound of breaking
glass is everywhere, the
dull thud of rocks hitting
the street is continuous and
someone again tries to
attack the Nazis while
police separate them.
From somewhere in
the crowd, a man yells,

now and the crowd slowly
disperses.
I wonder to myself why
these police officers were
not there when the rioting
began.
After the rally, we
were scheduled to meet at
the place we started out
from and then go to the
"Hofbrau," a restaurant,
for a sort of "after rally
gathering."
On my way back, I
meet another member,
who informs me no one is
there. We take a cab to the
restaurant and on the way,
I feel drained. I say little,
my mind trying to comprehend what had happened.
We’re the first ones
there, so we sit talking for
awhile.
Ever so gradually, the
others begin coming into
the restaurant. One says
he’s heard some of the
Nazis had been arrested, or
at least held in protective
custody, and he calls the
sheriff’s department to find
when they’ll be released.
Finally, most of the
others arrive. Vincent, out
of his uniform now,
wearing just a white Tshirt, and another member
stroll in.
We take a large booth
in the rear and begin
comparing notes.
Vincent asks if I took
many pictures at the rally
and when I say I shot a
whole roll, he’s pleased.

suddenly a few people
attempt to rush the Nazis.
The police push back and
it’s chaos.
Rocks, bottles, waterfilled soda cans, dirt clods
and pieces of wood fill the
air. There is a fine mist of
juice from the fruits and
vegetables spattering off
the Nazis placards. I
manage to get a picture
before ducking to avoid a
rock.
I move into the street
and find myself in the
middle of a crossfire
between the two crowds on
either sidewalk, both

"Rape their women!"
From several directions,
the news media dutifully
film their reports.
The Nazis will not get
to speak this day, which
does not surprise them.
Finally, after 10 minutes or
so, a sheriff’s van pulls up
and the police order the
Nazis inside to be driven
away. As if saying goodbye, a glass bottle shatters
on the van’s side as the last
one gets in.
As it disappears in the
distance, some 20 helmeted
riot police arrive to form a
single file line. But it’s over

But he angers quickly.
He blames the police for
much of the violence of the
afternoon. He contends
there were not enough of
them assigned there to
Control the crowd and he
accuses someone in city
hall of being "bought" to
issue the permit to the
Progressive Labor Party
on the same date and place
as the Nazi rally.
He says the PIT, not
the Nazis, were the reason
for the violence. He accuses them of precipitating
it and blames them, in
part, for the failure of the
Nazis to get a chance to
speak.
He ignores the massive

crowd shouting anti -Nazi
slogans, the rocks thrown
at them and the many
printed editorials against
the Nazis that had appeared in Santa Rosa
papers the previous week.

out.
The two kids just sit,
nodding in agreement, still
overcome by what they’d
seen, and blindly accepting
the "history" lesson the
Nazis have taught them
this day.

The high school kids
show up and take seats

Vincent suggests they
go back to school and tell

directly across the small
table from me. The heavyset German woman sits
between us.
She wastes no time in
asking their opinions. They
are "speechless- and
shocked, they tell her,
about the way the crowd
treated the Nazis. They say
such a thing is incredible in
the United States of all
places and ask whatever
happened to free speech.
Vincent
comments
about what they "learned"
today. He tells them they
saw the United States as it
really is and adds that the
reason the Nazis need to
succeed is to make the U.S.
"safe" for the whites.
The kids appear shellshocked. The woman says
she’s glad they were there,
adding that one day, they
are the ones who will have
to take over the Nazi s
fight, when the present
leaders are to9 old.

their friends what they’ve
seen and learned and they
agree.

Tr.,rn ono, InnEhor

While playing house
her daughter grouped two
similarly
handicapped
children together and two
non -Caucasian children
together.
Jeanine Hays, 5, was
enrolled in another school
before being in the SJSU
project. She was so insecure at the first school
that she would not go out to
that school’s playground,
her mother Pam Hays said.

Janet I.ieb said that the
program offers a perfect
balance between freedomof-choice activities and
required activities. She
believes her son Brandon,
3, has learned enough
social skills that he will be
ready for a more
academically
oriented
program next fall.
Socorro Rubio also
believes that her son
Gabriel, 4. has learned
social skills. Gabriel listens
and talks to her more than
he did before she enrolled
him in the project. Rubio
said.
The project teaches the
children independence and
how to deal with one
another said student
Maggie
teachers
I,onghurst and Gerry

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

Jurgensen.
The class is conducted
from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday in
the Child Development
Laboratory in the Home
Economics Building.
SJSU education Prof.

HEWLETT

ill

HUGHES

I’d prepared myself
mentally for this story and
had handled it well, I
thought, but I sit there
watching these two kids, so
impressionable, getting
brainwashed for an hour
and I suddenly realize I’ve
had enough.

The reporter was right,.
of course, but he was also
wrong.
What the Nazis wanted
was not fulfilled by the
violence at the rally, but by
the coverage of the
violence at the rally by his
station and others. I.ike a’
marionette, he was used,
but never knew it.

the
of
the
the

I turn the TV off and
suddenly feel dirty. I take a
shower.
As I crawl into bed and
pull the covers around me,
I still feel dirty.

I.

It’s been a long day and
I’ve got to get out. I hitch a
ride with a member to the
bus station. As I leave, the
"get-together" shows no

She encourages them.
She is constantly reinforcing the Nazi doctrine.
She mentions another
of her reasons for hating all
Jews, complaining with
much anger to them about
the U.S. attitude toward
Soviet Jews.
She bitterly complains
that the Jews have it too
good in Russia, that they
are the only ones ever let

Discover the thrills and excitement of
Formula car racing. Take control of California Grand Prix’s 3/4 scale, Wankel powered Lola, then challenge the twisting, turning 1/2 mile raceway.

THE KING IS BACK!
Alan Bates is the

KING OF HEARTS

You buy the first lap and the second lap is
on California Grand Prix. Just clip this
coupon and come on down and LAP IT UP!

With the Kings
loyal short

Valid drivers license required

SUbjeCtS:

CALIFORNIA

HARDWARE WARS

GRAND PRIX

Robert Spaulding directs
the program and it is
federally funded. In the
past two years the Bureau
of Education for the
Handicapped has granted
more than $160,000 to the
project.

SAN JOSE

Short Sub: 7:00,9,10
King: 7:20,9:30
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408/292-8600
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Employment
Opportunities
For Seniors
We are looking for talented
individuals a ho are receiving
their degrees in electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering
and computer sciences.
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Last year. Hewlett-Packard
provided over 700 career
opportunities for college
graduates like you. Again
this year. we are offering
hundreds of challenging career
opportunities. Plan to see our
recruiters on February 22nd.

AL JARREALT

Sign up for an interview at
Career Planning and Placement
Bundling Q. Room 3, starting Feb. 13th
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The final straw. The
reporter of KPIX, Channel
5, in commenting about the
violently aborted rally,
says it didn’t matter since,
"The Nazis got what they
wanted."

I
little as the
woman continues to
hammer away at them
with the Nazi doctrine
while other members tell
their anecdotes about the
rally and say how anxious
they are to watch the news
that night.

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

../11,0011,

evening news. With
notable
exception
KRON, Channel 4, all
stations complied with

Nazis -request."

"You are the future,"
she tells them.

Handicapped and non-handicapped children together
learn motor and social skills in preschool project
The preschoolers make
no distinction between the
various "models" said one
mother, Ina Kraus. Her 4year -old
daughter,
Stephanie, will imitate a
handicap child one moment
and then the brightest child
in the class the next
moment.

As expected, all but
one news station in San
Francisco leads off with
the Nazi rally story on their

’She complains that the Jews
have it too good in Russia,
that they’re the only ones ever
let out.’

AND OTHERS

By Karen Ewing
The
word
"handicapped" is distasteful to
some people. However, to
people involved with the
SJSU Preschool Demonstration Project the word is
definitely not distasteful.
"Self-directed" learning by both handicap and
non -handicap children is
the main objective of the
project.
Six handicap children,
not needing close adult
attention, go to school with
14 non -handicap children in
the three-year project.
Motor development and
interaction with other
children, objects and
sometimes
adults
is
stressed, head project
teacher Joan Hagan said.
Two student teachers,
two head teachers, one
special education consultant, a project coordinator and parents are the
adults involved with the
program.
However,
usually only four adults a
day are allowed in the
classroom,
Project
Coordinator Christopher
Grossman said.
Various objects are set
out for the 3-to-5-year-old
children to play with. The
preschoolers are allowed to
choose their activities.
Adult interference takes
place only when needed to
prevent harm being done to
any of the children, Hagan
said,
Both non-handicap and
handicap children serve as
verbal, social and physical
"models" Grossman said.
The preschoolers learn

sign of losing any steam.
On the long bus ride
home, I have no emotions. I
ala too tired for that,
mentally and physically,
and cannot think straight.
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[Inquiry: San Jose politics a new look
Districting provides access
and ita mayor earns
the mass media -By Ethan Winstonwlse
District elections for newspapers, radio, TV and $53,000 a year.
San Jose Mayor Janet
San Jose City Council signs. With district elecmembers, which begin in tions these methods are not Gray Hayes is paid $8,400 a
1980. will provide greater feasible. The best way ItO year.
District elections will
access to local government reach voters becomes doora
require
for citizen groups and will to-door contacts, by the probably
of the
also lower the cost of candidate or his sup- strengthening
but
campaigns in San Jose, porters, said Cutler. He mayor’s powers,
said various local political estimated the cost for a Gerston said he did not
observers.
council seat campaign favor the strong mayor
In 1980 the council will under district elections will model Chicago is famous
for.
be expanded to 10 mem- drop below $10,000.
"If the expectation is
bers, elected from inEstruth lives in district
dividual districts, and a 3 but Cutler said the that a strong mayor goes
mayor elected at large. An councilman will move with district elections, that
expectation is false," he
average of 55,000 people before the 1980 elections.
live in each district.
With citywide elec- said. San Francisco, Los
SJSU is in district 3, tions, said Larry Gerston, Angeles and Sacramento
encompasses political science associate were all examples he
which
downtown San Jose. The professor, city officials named of cities with
boundaries of the district tended to have similar district elections and weak
and social mayors.
are highways 280 and 101, economic
Gerston and fellow
and
the airport and I roughly
backgrounds
represented only one political science professor
The Alameda.
District elections are segment of San Jose’s Terry Christensen agreed
an increase in the mayor’s
"going to make campaigns population.
cheaper," said Milton
"One of San Jose’s powers should not be at the
Cutler, campaign manager problems is it refuses to expense of the council.
the
city
Instead,
of Councilman Jerry admit it has grown up,"
Estruth’s successful upset Gerston said. "Many cities manager should be apmayor
and
the
pointed
by
of Joe Colla last fall.
smaller than San Jose have
"Right now to reach full-time mayors. San the mayor given responthe voters a citywide Francisco is roughly the sibility for drafting the
campaign must depend on same size ( population budget, with the council

approving it.
"It took a lot of time to
When the election for educate"
individual
district 3 is held in 1980 it council members "on our
appears Thomas McEnery problems and concerns,"
will be the only incumbent said Florence Menteer,
living within the district. chairman of the group.
Revitalization of the
Candidates must reside
parwithin the district they downtown area,
ticularly housing, is one
would represent.
Downtown San Jose goal of the Northside
"will be in pretty good Neighborhood Association.
shape," Christensen said,
Active in the area
if members of the present immediately surrounding
in
council are re-elected
SJSU is the Campus
1980. McEnery, Estruth, Community Association.
Iola Williams and Jim Self Christensen is a member of
were all labeled as sym- this group.
pathetic to the problems of
Two reasons the group
downtown San Jose.
is influential, he said, are
District 3 contains its organized lobbying
several distinct residential efforts and the block voting
areas and each has some patterns of the area, which
type of neighborhood often go 65 to 75 percent for
association functioning one candidate.
within it,
The Campaign for
With district elections, Economic Democracy "is
Christensen said, he ex- a rising star" in the core
pects these groups to gain area, according to
influence, because of their Christensen. The group
ability to deliver votes and helped on the campaign for
walk precincts.
district elections last fall
The
Northside and is now coordinating a
Neighborhood Association meeting between council
is organized in the area members and downtown
north of Santa Clara Street. renters.

I
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San Jose voters will elect city councilmen by districts starting
in 1980. 10 districts of approximately 55,000 people each
will subdivide the city. Illustration courtesy of Neighborhoods
for District Elections.

New Power increase
for mayor considered
oto by Jeff Pohorsk

Adopting district elections for city councilmen is part of San Jose’s growing pains, said Dr. Larry Gerston, political science
instructor. Neighborhood groups will gain in political influence under the new method of elections.

City needs ’more flexible zoning’

Estruth discusses downtown problem
By Don Vetter
Victory came as no
surprise for San Jose’s
newest elected City Council
member Jerry Estruth
after defeating 12 -year
incumbent Joe Colla in
November’s election.
"We were with the
voters and articulated
what they wanted to say,"
Estruth said.
Estruth has already set
down several concerns for
San Jose; number 1 is
downtown redevelopment.
"I’m disappointed at
the speed in which the
redevelopement of the
downtown is taking place.
It’s going much too
slowly," Estruth said.
A graduate of Stanford
Estruth
University,
traveled for five years in
South America as a foreign
exchange student and is
fluent in both Spanish and
German.
For the past 10 years
he has made his living as a
stockbroker before being
elected to the City Council.
"The proposals for the
downtown area are not
being done," Estruth said.

"That’s one thing we’re
going to try and correct."
The current downtown
battle over the relocation of
Bank of America’s Second
and San Carlos streets
branch to Third and San
Fernando streets, site of
Underground Records and
Kincaids Inn, is, for
Estruth, another example
of the city’s inability to
control all aspects of
downtown planning.
"There should be more
flexible zoning," he said.
"The city council is actually powerless to change
the form of development
that is taking place in that
block."
Estruth
said
he
believes the council should
have more say in what
happens in the downtown
area than it already has.
He indicated that one key
to downtown growth in San
Jose is SJSU.
"In my opinion San
Jose State is absolutely a
necessity to be taken into
consideration on anything
that relates to the downtown," he said.
"You have a student

population that is bigger
than many small cities
throughout the country. In
the past, students have
been ignored and the
university has been
ignored, and I think that
has to change," Estruth
said.
However, he said, as
far as the council solving
university problems, that
would be too presumptuous. The City Council
may assist in some of the
SJSU problemns such as
parking, he said.
Another concern for
Estruth is the jobless rate
in San Jose and the rights
of those already working.
In
recent weeks
municipal workers have
been picketing city hall,
complaining about rising
costs of living, without an
equal rise in pay.
"The municipal employees in San Jose have
become the scapegoat of
Prop. 13," Estruth said. He
indicated the workers have
received no pay increases
in two years and consequently have lost 15 to 20
percent of their wages to

inflation.
"At the same time," he
said, "the state of
California has said the city
can’t raise pay, that’s
unfair as well."
In Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes’ inaugeral address,
she called for more power
for the mayor’s position.
Even with this move,
Estruth sees no change in
the city government as
"the charter is pretty clear
on the duties and function
of everything," Estruth
said.
The newly elected
councilman said that it is
up to the mayor and the
counicl members to control
growth and not take a
"laizze faire" kind of
growth policy.
Joining Estruth as the
council’s other new
member is Iola Williams,
appointed on Jan. 4.
The first black on the
San Jose City Council
called her neighborhood "a
dumping ground for the
city with more than its

share of trailer parks and
junk yards," at the recent
bus terminal public
hearings.
Williams, formerly a
home-school consultant at
Yerba Buena High School,
was chosen over finalists,
Barbara McNally chairwoman of the city planning
commission and attorney
Zoe Lofgren.
Williams is filling the
seat vacated by Susanne
Wilson who became a
member of the county
board of Supervisors.
The newly appointed
council member is a strong
advocate for neighborhood
development, especially in
her own areas of
residedence, South San
Jose.
The 4 2-yearold
Willairns, a member of the
Franklin-McKinley School
Board before her appointment, strongly opposed the Santa Clara
County Transit Authority’s
efforts to locate a bus
terminal across from the
county fairgrounds.

New city manager at work
Tuesday, new San Jose
City Manager James
Alloway, took his seat next
to Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes for the afternoon
city council meeting in his
first official function for
San Jose.
former city
The
manager of Dayton, Ohio,
was chosen by a 5-2 council
vote on Jan. 15 over Brian
Rapp, the number two
administrator for Santa
Clara Coutny.
Alloway, 49, is a career
city manager who worked
at Teaneck and Elizabeth,
N.J. before Dayton.

Jerry
Coucilman
Estruth, who along with
council members Al Garza
and Larry Pegram,
traveled to Dayton before
last month’s appointment
vote said, "Alloway is not
only a fine man, but a great
city manager."
Estruth added that, "I
feel we chose the best man
to fill the job."
The majority vote for
Alloway teameed Hayes,
Garza, Pegram, Estruth
and newly appointed
council member Iola
Williams.
Rapp was the choice of

council members James
Self and SJSU graduate
Thomas McEnery due to
familiarity with the area.
They also felt there was a
lack in similarities between Alloway’s shrinking
Dayton and the growing
San Jose.
Alloway will receive an
annual salary of $55,000,
plus his moving expenses
and fringe benefits.
Alloway is taking over for
Assistant City Manager
Frank Knofler who held the
ctiy manager reins after
Ted Tedesco was removed
from that post by ther city
council in August.
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Councilman Jerry Estruth
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By Patrick McGreevy
The role of mayor in
Sari Jose is evolving from a
position of little power and
responsibility to a stronger
authoritative
more
position, according to
Barbara Krause, administrative assistant to
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes.
The City Charter
Review Commission has
investigating
begun
whether a change in the
city charter, strengthening
the office of mayor, would
benefit San Jose.
The changes were
recently proposed by
Mayor Hayes to meet the
demands of the changing
city, Krause said.
"We’re now a city of
600,000," Krause said.
"The current city manager
form of government is
browing obsolete. We need
a stronger mayor form of
government."
Hayes has asked that
the public begin discussing
the role of the mayor after
district elections take
effect in 1980.
districting
"When
takes effect, there will only

be one person sitting on the
that
Council
City
represents the city as a
whole
and that’s the
mayor," Hayes said in her
annual "State of the City"
address recently.
Hayes said she
believes that districting,
while more representative
of each district of the city,
may neglect the probleems
of the city as a whole,
according to Krause.
"The people in each
district may not want low
income housing built in
their district," Krause
said, "but it must be built
somewhere. It will be the
mayor’s job to make sure
that the city as a whole
doesn’t suffer because of
factionalism
between
districts."
In here address, Hayes
asked the City Charter
Review Commission, the
City Council and the public
to consider whether the
mayor should be given the
power to veto any ordinance she feels is
detrimental to the city as a
whole.
She also asked that the

power to appoint cha
persons to all the cit!
boards and commissions
considered for the mayor
She asked if the may
should be allowed
receive the propos
budget before couni
members, to determine
affect on the city as
whole.
If these propos
changes took place, pow
would be taken away frc
the city manager not t
counci-1, according
Krause.
"One question ask
when we interviewed Ji
Alloway for city manag
is: Would you be willing
work in a strong may
form of government’
Krause said. "He w
willing."
The changes Hay’
proposed are still in U
discussion stage. Krau:
said that they likely wor
come until 1980.
"It would take a vote
the people to change tl
city charter, and it’
probably come during E
election year," Kral’:
said.

Growth faction slips
By James P. Wagner
From June to August,
1977, the San Jose City
Council was dominated by
a four-vote legislative bloc
known as the "fearsome
foursome."
The boosters for
conservative, pro-growth
politics of the fearsome
foursome were Al Garza,
Larry Pegram, Joe Colla
and David Runyon, a group
whose four vote quorum
ousted then City Manager
Ted Tedesco in a junta that
is legend to observers of
the democratic ideal at
work in San Jose.
The
political
maneuverings of the
fearsome foursome (a
term coined by David
Runyon) were watched by
the press with something
less than detached objectivity, according to Al
Garza.
"Being labeled by the
press as one of the members of the fearsome
foursome was one of the
major reasons for my
defeat," said Garza,

commenting on his unsuccessful bid for the
Mayor’s title. "The term
’fearsome foursome’ added
color to the situation."
The economic and
political climate that
spawned the fearsome
foursome is much the same
now as it was back in the
summer of 1978, with the
one major exception, according to Garza.
It was the presence of
Tedesco as city manager
that provided the catalyst
for the formation of the
fearsome foursome, he
said.
"Tedesco had a lot of
inadquacies," said Garza.
"He was very political; not
a good administrator."
To the four like-minded
men who comprised the
fearsome foursome, the
move to bounce Tedesco
became a winning formula.
They now had a tool they
could use to either ramrod
or blockade motions before
the council, until Runyon’s

second brush with the la
forced his resignation.
Minus a willing four
hand to round out their to
the fearson
quorum,
in
foursome dwindled to tl
threesom
meeksome
Without Runyon, the be
they could muster was
split decision on tl
council, which mini
Runyon, was down to s
voting members.
The final blow to tl
foursome came la.
November when Joe Coll
pro -grow)
the most
member of the block, lo
his re-election bid
newcomer Jerry Estrut
leaving Garza and Pegra.
the remnants of the group
Garza and Pegram a
still holding onto their sea
on the City Council.
David Runyon spei
Tuesday night in the Sani
Clara County Jail after h
arrest for burglary ar
public drunkenness.
Joe Colla operates
pharmacy on First Street.
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sports
;chellici key factor

agers faceGauchos,49ers in crucial contests
By Steve Carp
There’s going to be a
;uple of very important
isketball games played
wn south this weekend
d SJSU is involved in
th of them.
Tonight’s game with
-Santa Barbara and
,turday’s contest with Cal
te-I.ong Beach could
ry well decide where the
.artans will finish in the
cific Coast Athletic
.nference race and who
?y will meet in the upming PCAA tournament
Anaheim.
The three teams ( along
th UC-Irvine I are all tied
fifth or tied for last,
pending on how you look

at things Should the
Spartans sweep, they
would find themselves in
the middle of the pack. A
split would move them up a
notch or keep them where
they are. A double loss
would be disastrous.
UC-Irvine plays at
Fresno State and Pacific
while Long Beach hosts
Utah State tonight. Santa
Barbara hosts Utah State
on Sunday.
As you can see, the
Spartans are in a position
to help themselves. Two
wins on the road plus a
possible pair of home
victories next week would
give them a 7-7 mark and
more importantly, a decent

spot in the tourney.
Coach Ivan Guevara
feels there’s more at stake.
"If we can win our next

Paul Schellici

four, we’d have some
momentum going into the
tournament.
"It’s important that we
beat both Santa Barbara
and Long Beach because
they might be our opponents
down
in
Anaheim,"
Guevara
continued.
"We’ve beaten Utah
State and Fullerton but we
haven’t beaten Santa
Barbara or Long Beach
and our guys have to do it
so they’ll know that they
can."
For the Spartans to
beat Santa Barbara, it’ll
take some input from the
forwards. Wally Rank,

who’s been bothered with a
sore left ankle, needs to
come up with one of the big
efforts he’s shown in the
past.
But the man who’s
going to have to do it is the
big man- Paul Schilleci.
Like a certain country in
Asia, Paul has been a
sleeping giantready to
awaken at any time.
Tonight would be as
good a time as any.
Schilleci has shown
what he can do once he
rubs the sleep from his
eyes.
An
impressive
performance down in
Fullerton last week netted
him 11 points and 10
rebounds. What’s more, he

held the Titans’ Calvin
Roberts to only six points in
the second hall.
"I’ve
had
some
physical problems that
turned into psychological
problems," said the center.
"It was affecting my play
and my attitude on and off
the court.
"I had a talk with the
coach," he continued, "and
from that point on,
everything has fallen into
place."
When asked what the
extert of the talk with
Guevara was, Schilleci
said, "We just talked about
my role with the team and
what I have to do to help
the team win."

The 6-9, 2,35-pounder
from Huntington Beach has
looked good in practice and
if the Fullerton contest was
any indication of what he
can do, Schilleci and his
teammates could be ready
to roll tonight.
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merican decathlon domination in jeopardy;
980 Olympic hopefuls prepare for Moscow
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By Danny Edwards
When Bruce Jenner crossed the finish line in the 1,500to
clinch
the gold medal in the 1976 Olympic
eter run
.cathlon, he solidified the United States’ domination in
event that dates back to 1924.
Of the 14 decathlons held in Olympic competition, the
ted States has captured the gold medal nine times. In
o instances, the U.S., ins phenomenal display of power,
ept the first three places. Bob Mathias won the grueling
0-day event in 1948 and 1952, the only man ever to win
ce.
In the 1960’s, West Germany and the Soviet Union
gan to make their strenght felt in the decathlon. For the
at time in 1964, the U.S. failed to win an Olympic
athlon medal. This happened again in 1972, when
kolai Avilov and Leonid Litvinenko, both of the Soviet
’on, were first and second.
American Bill Toomey’s victory in 1968 and Jenner’s
cord 8,618 points three years ago have kept the U.S.
ell-known in decathlon competition.
But what of 1980?
Is the U.S. destined to be shut out again or is there
pe for the Games in Moscow?
Lost in the shadow of Jenner’s dynamic win in
ontreal was a man who competed in the ’76 decathlon
t finished well back in the field.
His troubles started when he ran a poor time in the
meter dash, fell in the 110-meter high hurdles and
ted "no height" in the pole vault.
But now, Fred Dixon is one of the top contenders for
e title of, "The World’s Greatest Athlete."
"Fred probably has more talent than Jenner," said
eve Haas, San Jose City College track and field coach,
ho knows Dixon from the track circuit. "It (’76
ecathlon) was a very frustrating experience for him.
"There’s no question that Fred is recognized as the
est in the country right now."
Haas said he didn’t know of any Olympic -quality
ecathletes working out in the San Jose area even though
enner trained at SJCC.
"Dec-athletes usually train in groups," Haas said,
but Bruce trained pretty much by himself."

Dixon, who has scored over 8,300 points, is working
out at UC-Irvine. Other coaches agree that Dixon has the
most natural ability of any of the country’s top
decathletes.
"Dixon is the most talented," said John Wedel,
assistant track coack at UC+ Berkeley. "He’ll be our top
man if he puts it all together."
Wedel works closely with decathlete Ed Miller, the
NCAA champion in 1976. Wedel will help run a decathlon
being held on the California campus this weekend.
Also training at Irvine is Wayne Gray, California
Community college decathlon champion and transfer
from West Valley College,
Bill Campbell, West Valley track coach, said the 1980
Games are "definitely his (Gray’s) goal."
In praise of Dixon’s reputation, Campbell said, "Gray
is there (Irvine) because Dixon is there."
Gray, though, is not considered to be among the top
U.S. decathletes.
"I wouldn’t consider him (Gray) a real contender for
the Olympic team,." said Kenny Kring, winner of the
Maccabiah Games in Tel Aviv, Israel in 1977. Kring, who
trains in the San Francisco area but does not have
olympic aspirations, has a best of 7,131 and believes it will
takes score of "close to 8,000" to make the three-man US
squad.
To be successful decathlete, Kring said, "you have to
decide what’s going to work best for you in the short and
long run.
"You have to get your strong events stronger," he
said, "and do what is most effective as far as gaining
points. If there is no improvement in one event try to
strengthen others."
Kring also considered Dixon the top U.S. decathlete
but pointed out that there are others who are "very
serious and very good."
He said there is an "elite group" of about eight, all of
whom have a chance to make the team.
Wedel agreed, that there are other decathletes with
ability close to Dixon’s.
"I would rate Ed Miller in the U.S. top 10," he said.
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Miller’s best is a 7,443-point effort but Wedel admits "he
has a weakness in the running events and needs more
experience."
Wedel stressed that experience is a key ingredient to
becoming a world-class decathlete.
"You must be very healthy and at your peak," he
said, "To make the Olympic team it will take a nearly
8,000-point effort."
Wedel noted that most of the best all-time decathletes
were in numerous non-Olympic decathlons before winning Olympic gold. Jenner competed in over 40, including
a 10th place finish in the 1972 games before he reaches the
top.
Wedel said stamina is most important, pointing out
that Steve Alexander-who trained in Houston and has gone
over 8,000 points-tends to "get injured a lot" and "breaks
down" in the big meets.
Wedel believes Craig Brigham of Athletics West and
Roger George, who trains in Oregon, will probably make
the Olympic squad.
"Brigham is ready for an outstanding year," he said.
Kring agreed that Brigham, NCAA decathlon
champion in 1975, and George are two of the U.S.’ main
contenders.
Wedel noted that George’s "shortcomings in the
jumps," George was the NCAA decathlon champion in
1974.
Other names such as Bob Coffman, Harry Johnson, Al
Hamlin and Grant Nederhaus were mentioned. All are top
U.S. decathletes who are considered excellent prospects
for the Olympic team.
Wedel summed up the general feeling concerning who
will eventually end up on the 1980 squad.
"After a while you get a feeling of who can do the job
and who can’t," he said.
For the U.S. Olympic team, the "can do’s" will have
to be at their best if the gold medal is to remian in
American hands.

Please send me the
Session Bulletin

SAN FRANCISCO - While things in the world of soccer seem to be
calving around an axis similar to football, the Oakland Stompers are trying
form their own orbit.
Tbe Stompers are trying to bring a ilimpetitive soccer team to their fans
itead III last year’s frills and they unleashed one of the catalysts Tuesday
New coach Hans Kraay, a Dutchman with impressive credentials. was
traduced to the media and many came away impressed with the man’s
nest) and down-to-earth nature.
Kraay, who coached the Alan team in the Dutch First Division for several
ars, made no illusions as to what he hopes to attain in 1979.
"We may not have the best team in the league, or even in California for
at matter," hi. said. -But we will have a team where the players on the field
II work as hard as they can and that is all the fans should expect."
Kraay believes that the hard work will show spin the "W" column and Is
tisfied with the players he has in camp.
One he is particularly pleased with has been
m,’r SJSU defender Derek

CITY

"Derek has shown me a lot in a week,- said the coach. "lie’s a very
Med player and he has than. all I’ve asked of him.
’I can’t say what our plans are for Derek or any 01 the rookies because
just too early to tell but you sk me. in a couple of weeks and I’ll let you
The Stompers. who will play an indoor exhibit’,,n against the MOSCOW
MIMI at the Oakland Coliseum Arena February 25, an. working on booking
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Playing Wed. thru Fri. this week
Show your studeny body card
and get in free
Stop in and enjoy one of our
mouth-watering entrees, including.’
prime rib, steaks and seafoods.
Breakfast 7-11. Lunch 11-4
Dinner Mon.-Thur. 5-10.
Fri. -Sat. 5-11
29 San Pedro, San Jose
Reservations, Call 998-0616
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Eat Early,
Eat Late
And Save!
Eat a little earlier or later and you’ll save
up to 25",. oil our regular menu prices. Save
$1.00 on each complete d
500 on all sandwiches,
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ADDRESS

an exhibition game for late in March with one in the top NASI. teams I the
Cosmos, perhaps?).
The initial cuts will be made tomorrow by the Stompers and there is
spetulation that former SJSU star Steve Swadley will not surviv e the cut.
Swadley led the Spartans in seoring in ’78 but has had a rough ’amp so tar
with Oakland.
BERKELEY - Three Spartan wrestlers represented SJSU Monday in the
California NorthSouth All -Star Meet at U(’-Berkeley.
Competing for the North squad were SJSU’s Robert McDowell 1150
pounds, Duane Harris 11901 and John Mittlestead (061.
Qualifying rounds for the tournament were held at the San Francisco
Invitational Ina weeks ago, and Mittlestead was the highest-placing Northern
Californian.
McDowell and Harris were competing at the Portland State Invitational
at the same time as the SFS tourney but were voted onto the North Squad by
the coaches anyway.
McDowell, ranked sec.d in the nation, faced Greg IThorrian of long
Beach State for the second time in one week. I,ast Friday, McDowell pinned
O’Korrian during a dual meet al long Beach.
This time McDowell took a little longer, but he still pinned Olorrian In
the second round.
Harris won a commanding victory over Craig Tdbin of Bakersfield, 16-3.
Mittlestead was defeated by John Aaevedo of Bakersfield, 14-9. Aaryedo
is rated second in the nation at 126 pounds.
The North won the match, 23-22.

A spectrum of introductory
and advanced courses wads’
shops and seminars in the
arts earth sciences education engineering the humanities social sciences and
sciences and mathematics
Summer session runs June 25
to August 18
All students in good standing are invited to attend For
a course bulletin and application form moil the coupon
below to Stanford Summer
Session Building 1 Stanford
University Stanford.
California 94305

NAME

This ’n That

The Student Union Games Area will be the site of this year’s Regional
ecreation Tournament, sponsored by the Association of College Unions. The
,ree-day event will take place tomorrow through Sunday.
Showcased in the tournament will brine bowling event, as some 35 men’s
ad women’s teams will compete for spots in the upcoming Sectional
hamplonships.
SJSU will enter very strong teams in both the men’s and women’s
visions. The Spartan men are currendy ranked second in the nation by the
owling Writers Association of America, while the SJSU women are 111th In
e. country.
Other top teams in the men’s field include Santa (’taro, San Diego Stale
ad Long Beach State. All are currently ranked in the top it.
Strong competition is expected on the women’s side from UCLA, Cal, UCa vis and Cal PolySan Luis ObEpo.
The top Iwo teams in both tho men’s and women’s events will qualify for
,xt month’s Sectionals in either Fresno or BOItie, Idaho.
Both SJSU teams expect to qualify, according to Spartan coach Terry
regory.
Winners at the Sectionals will qualify 101. the Nationals in Milwaukee,
I,., en route to the National Collegiate Team Bowling Championships.
Other events in this weekend’s tournament will include pocket billiards,
ble tennis, frisbee, table soccer, chess. bridge and backgammon.
The winner of each event will go on to the national intercollegiate
oampionships for that event.
For further information about the tournament. including time schedules,
It the St Games Area at 2774226.

SPARTASTUFE flame "an be
heard on K XRX at 8 pm Gauchos
are led tiy guard Matt Maderos 19 7
per J Two trams split last season
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SPECIAL PURCHASE CERTIFICATE
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Former Spartan baseball star
forges unique coaching career
By Dan Wood
"I like people to think
of me as a competent
coach, and not just a
screwball."
Those are the words of
Gary Cunningham, head
baseball coach at Del Mar
High School and former
manager of the San Jose
women’s
Sunbirds
professional softball team.
Cunningham, 30, has
the reputation of being a
flake, and he is the first to
admit it. But there is much
more to the man than the so
often talked about eccentric side.
The former SJSU
baseball star has transformed
Del
Mar’s
baseball team, a perennial
loser before Cunningham’s
arrival there, into a consistent winner.
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Photo 1,, Jell Pol,,
SJSU women’s basketball player Wanda Thompson slices through the
University of San Francisco defense in a recent game. She is the sparkplug of
the squad, which owns an 18-2 record.

Thompson: A small
but welcome present
133, Chuck Bustillos
Too often, when we receive a present,
were inclined to believe that its value will
parallel its size. The larger it is. the more
it’s worth.
Sharon Chatman, SJSU women’s
basketball coach, was given a delightful
gift last year and it came in the form of one
Wanda Thompson.
In a game centering around height,
you’re probably thinking that Chatman’s
package was a dominating 6’5" center.
Wrong. Thompson is a compact 5’1".
The Spartans have been blowing away
their Northern California Athletic Conference opponents en route to a perfect 9-0
mark last night’s results not available at
press time), and Thompson has been the
catalyst of that success.
A wizard with the ball, SJSU’s starting
point guard has utilized her adept passing
skills in setting single-season assist
records 211 last season ) and making allNCAC in her freshman year 1977-78
Coining from a family which included
10 brothers and only one sister, it’s not that
hard to see why Thompson was more interested in Gus Williams than Ken and
Barbie as a youngster.
-I like Gus Williams, he might be my
favorite player. But now I like Phil Ford.
They’re two different types of guards, but
they both get the job done."
Thompson’s statistics verify that she
has too.
She’s piled up a total of 146 assists this
season and has been averaging 8.6 assists
a game in NCAC play. With four games to
play, she could break her own record at
that pace.
I’ve been
playing organized
basketball since the seventh grade, but
I’ve been playing basketball even longer,"
Thompson said. "I used to just go out on
the courts and watch my brothers and I
just got interested and started to play."
Her start has led to a most interesting
career.
"My last year in junior high I ninth
grade ) I was shooting around on the
playground and some of the players on the
guys team saw me playing and asked me
to go out for the guys’ team. It had to go
through court, not because the coach
didn’t want me to play, but only because I
was the first girl to go out for a guys’ sport
in junior high school."
Her association in male athletics did
not stop when she went to Balboa High
School in San Francisco. Due to some
excellent coaching both on and off the
court, Thompson was able to attend SJSU.
"My first year at Balboa ( sophomore)
I played lightweights. My junior year I
played on the Junior Varsity team. My
men’s coach told me that I should play on
tho girls’ tearn my senior year, not

because I couldn’t compete with the guys,
but he said I’d have a better chance of
getting a scholarship because more
women’s team coaches go to the women’s
games."
Chatman was one of those coaches.
She attended two or three games before
she was convinced that Thompson was a
perfect piece to a fast-break oriented offense.
-She’s as fine a point guard as any
other in the country I’ve seen," Chatman
proclaims.
Thompson has happy memories about
her playing days on the guys’ teams. Well,
almost all of them were happy.
"The thing I remember most is when
the fans would give me a bad time when I
came into the game. But my teammates
and coaches were real nice. Some of the
guys got a little mad when I took their spot
in the starting line-up. But overall I guess I
was treated like any other player on the
court."
Any viewer of an SJSU women’s
basketball contest knows that she is not
just any player.
Thompson is a crafty player. It’s not
surprising to see her sky through a pack
and come down with the rebound, ready to
start a fast break. When she drops her jaw
and uses her free arm like a rudder,
Thompson steers her way down the court.
And whether it is a show-boating behindthe-back pass or a simple dish-off, she
makes spectacular plays seem easy.
"Sometimes I’ll get tied up in the air
as to who I should pass the ball to. But it’s
up to me to get the ball to them. The key to
not faking out my own teammate is to get
some sort of eye contact. Then it’s easier
for them to score."
Karen Mason is the second leading
scorer on this year’s club and completes
the starting guard tandom for SJSU. Her
shooting abilities complement Thompson’s
passes.
"We’re a very well-balanced team,"
Mason said. "That is the key for our team.
But having a player like Wanda makes
winning a lot easier."
Winning is Thompson’s primary goal
and she doesn’t want it to stop with a
league championship.
She said her goals for this season were
set at the conclusion of last year.
"I worked hard over the last year to
become a better player," she said. "I
wanted to be a full-time starter so I worked
on my dribbling, shooting, passing anything to make me a better player. Last
year we won our league and I think we can
do it again this year. But I want to win the
regionals and maybe the nationals. I want
everyone to remember that point guard
from San Jose State."
It would be rather hard to forget her.

Women cagers host SCU
The SJSU women’s
basketball hopes to continue its rampage through
the Northern California
Athletic Conference tonight
when it hosts Santa Clara
University at 7:30 in the
Women’s (;ym.
Coach Sharon Chatman’s squad, now 9-0 in
NCAC play and 18-2 for the
season, may be without
starting center Elinor
Goose) Banks. Banks
twisted an ankle in last

Saturday’s 50-41 triumph
over USF.

SJSU won the last
meeting between the two
clubs, 79-44.

Cunningham took over as
Del Mar’s varsity coach in
1974. and struggled through
a 4-22 campaign that first
year. Since then, however,
he has led Del Mar to four
winning
consecutive
seasons - capped by last
year’s first-place finish in
the West Valley Athletic
League.
Cunningham played
in 1969
baseball at SJSU
1970, and was voted All Pacific Coast Athletic
Association in 1970. That
year he led the club in
hitting with a .333 average
and stole 27 bases, also a
team high.
He then signed a
contract as a free agent
with the San Diego Padres,
and played briefly in their
minor league system.
The
man’s
accomplishments are often
lost sight of however,
because of a rather
dramatic flair for the
unexpected.

Cunningham was by no
means an athletic star in
his younger days.
He was cut from
baseball teams three times
in high school, and twice
more in junior college.
Needless to say, those
aren’t the type of
achievements that insure
one success at a major
university.

Cunningham went out
for the SJSU team as a
walk-on, and maintains
that his making the team
was a case of being in the
right place at the right
time.

But through hard work
and dedication, Cunningham found success in a
Spartan uniform.
were
Those
days
followed by a fling with the
Padres’ minor league club
in Tri-Cities, Washington.
That stay lasted only a
matter of weeks, as Cunningham was released in
July of 1970.
"I knew my days were
numbered," Cunningham
said, "when I found out I
was older than the
assistant coach."
Cunningham said his
affiliation with the Sunbirds was also a matter of
being in the right place at
the right time.
He managed them in
1977 and 1978.
"I had the itch for
something to do," so he
kept calling back, after
originally learning of the
opening
through
the
newspaper.

He was hired in
Cunningham is known January of 1977.
for such off-the-wall antics
"I took the job because
as showing up for opening it was a little more big
day of a Del Mar baseball time," Cunningham said.
season in a tuxedo, out- "I got to do the things you
fitting his team in short.) see on TV."
and putting his club
Cunningham said his
through an infield drill experience with the Sunwith no ball!
"The tuxedo was a one- birds was "unique and
time thing," Cunningham enjoyable."
He was ejected from
said, but according to him,
eight games while with the
the shorts are here to stay.
Sunbirds. Once, in Buffalo,
The kids really like he put up such a fuss that
wearing them, Cun- he was ordered to leave, by
ningham said. A certain all three umpires!
Del Mar pitcher claimed
the shorts made him a
He said he expected the
better pitcher, and all but stereotype of not working
insisted on wearing them, the women athletes too
even in the coldest of hard - but instead, found
weather.
they wanted to work, and
The "no-ball infield," were very eager to learn.
as Cunningham calls it, has
Cunningham’s days
been used both at Del Mar with the Sunbirds and his
and with the Sunbirds.
dedication to sports caused
Cunningham main- him many difficulties at
tains there is a reason for home, and were big
the drill, in which the in- reasons for a separation
fielders go through all the from his wife, Kristina.
motions of a regular
The couple is now back
pregame infield drill, only together, however. They
without a ball.
have two sons - Kevin, 5,
It makes the players and Kelly, 4.
think, Cunningham said,
His days with the
and if taken seriously, is Sunbirds are history. In
very beneficial.
fact, the Sunbirds them"It’s amazing how selves are history, having
many people think we’re folded. New ownership has
really taking infield," taken over, and the team is
Cunningham said.
now known as the San Jose

DR. CHARLES BAIRD
Hayward State Economics
Department
Will speak on:

402 BIRD AVE., SAN JOSE
(BIRD EXIT ON 280)

Cunningham is no
of those coaches who
winning is a matter c
and death.

doner Nakashtma
"Eccentric" Gary Cunningham, Del Mar High
School baseball coach, ponders the upcoming
season.

Baseball
switch

S6.50& UP

"When I win, I wi
kick back and savor
Cunningham said.
like drinking a fine wig
Right now,
another baseball SI
looming on the hoi
Cunningham said he i.
in the process
swallowing the wine
last year’s champio
at Del Mar.

WETOW-WEFIX-WETUNE

The SJSU-Nevada-Reno baseball series
scheduled for this weekend
in Reno will probably be
switched to San Jose,
according to Spartan coach
Gene Menges.
Menges said Wednesday he hadn’t yet made
a final agreement with
UNR
coach
Barry
McKinnon but that the
prospect of a severe storm
expected in the Reno area
this weekend prompted the
proposed move.
According to Menges,
San Jose Municip.i
Stadium is available this
weekend and McKinnon
has agreed to play the
series in San Jose.

24-hr. Emergency Road Service
National Auto Club
Towing and Repair of anything
Discount with Student I.D. Card

artiwoon
VERN HALL CHEVRON

If the games are
played here, the Spartans
and Wolfpack will play a
single game Friday at 2:30
p.m.
and
a
noon
doubleheader Saturday.
If rain forces a postponement, the games will
be played Sunday and
Monday.

802 Minnesota. San lose CA

998-9746 or 297-7266
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Dataproducts Corporation is the leading independent manufacturer of
computer printers and telecommunications equipment, selling directly
to major computer companies worldwide as well as to U.S. Government
and telephone companies
We are recruiting for our two California locations. in Santa Clara and
Woodland Hills, and our Wallingford, Connecticut Division.
Dataproducts wit be interviewing on campus
February 22, 1979
Expanding business has created professional career opportunities in
the following areas
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
We offer an outstanding benefits package, including tuition reimbursement, paid Christmas/New Year week holiday, liberal vacation plan,
profit sharing and stock ownertrhip plan, paid medical/dental/life insurance, credit union and long term disability insurance
If you are unable to meet with our recruiter on campus, please forward
resume to
DON HUTCHISON
College Relations Coordinator
DATAPRODUCTS CORPORATION
6307 DeSoto Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91365

Dataprpclucts
VIPEqual Opportunay Employe’ M/FTH

Tues., Feb. 20, 1979
in
The S.U. Umunhum Room

now he wants to
more time with his far
At this point he
sure if he’d even wi
coach in college, shou
opportunity present it
"Maybe I’m melli
out," he said.
Cunningham is ni
to back away fro
challenge, however; ;
he one to think any g
unattainable.
He has even appli.
professional manai
jobs with the Giants
Angeles Dodgers and
recently, the Oakland
"One thing
learned is I really bi
you can get anythini
want if you really wi
work at it."

"When I walked on
campus," Cunningham
said. "I looked more like
the assistant librarian than
a left fielder."

Human Rights

Manufacturer of custom Jerseys.
Made to order in any style or
olor ... lettering available

wants to do.
"A few years ago. I
wanted o go as high as I
could in coaching." but

"I really just thought I
was a late bloomer," he
said.

Labor Unions Monopoly Power
AMERICAN ATHLETIC
SUPPLY
286-0576

Rainbows.
Cunningham said he’s
presently in the process of
trying to find out what he

THE Printer Company
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Vinyl is new but not the music
By Chuck Bustillos
An identity crisis has
arisen for two new ElektraAsylum recording artists.
Campus
Robben Ford and Marc:
"The Pat Metheny Group" will play a jazz concernt 8
ght at Morris Dailey Auditorium. $5 students ($6 at Tanner have just released
their debut solo albums
-1, $6 general ($7 at door ).
and, while each record
Shakespear’s Ladles, a potpourri of comedies, deserves merit, there is a
4edies, historic plays and sonnets performed by Mary
iuse noon today in the S.0 Amphitheatre. Free.
Valentine Concert, 9 p.m. Friday in Morris Dailey
litorium, featuring Coke Escovedo and Ballet de Sol. $1
oission.
Disco, sponsored by Omega Psi Phi 10 p.m. to 2 a .m
;day in the Music Room of the Student Union.

Record
review

distinct identity problem
plaguing each release.
The problem is that
neither performer really
unveils his own perBodega, Campbell: Poker Face Friday and Saturday. sonality.
In the "megabucks"
13744000 for times and prices.
industry of music, Ford
Ferrante and Teicher, 8 p.m. Saturday at the San Jose and Tanner have tougher
ter for the Performing Arts. Tickets available at the standards to meet than
Jose Box Office. Call 246-1160 for prices.
their peers of just a few
Fargos Pizza, Mountain View: Hot Shoe tonight years ago. Many record
)ugh Saturday. $3 cover charge. Call 941-6373 for times. companies cancel contracts of performers who
Mountain Charley’s Saloon, Los Gatos: The Great don’t sell at least 50,000
ard, Friday; Shagbark Hickory, Saturday. Call 354- records in their initial
I for times.
outing. Under these rules,
Camera One: "King of Hearts," starring Alan Bates, such established stars as
$2.50
non-students.
.ght through Feb. 24. $2 students,
Bruce Springsteen, Bob
1294-3800 for times.
Seeger and Ted Nugent
Smokey Mountain Saloon, Campbell: Cornell Hurd, would have been put on
day; Fat Chance, Saturday. Call 866-8288 for times and "waivers."
Ts.
Ford’s "The Inside
Story" and Tanner’s "No
Local
Fantasy Symposium 8 p.m. tonight through Sunday at
San Jose Convention Center. Tickets are $5 at the door.

Not-so-Local
’The Grateful Dead" 8 p.m. Saturday at the Oakland
Tum. Tickets are $7.50 advance.
"The Tubes" 7:30 p.m. Monday at the Santa Cruz
c Auditorium. $8.50 advance, $9.50 at the door.

Eddie Harris Quartet 8 p.m. Sunday at the Kuumbwa
z Center in Santa Cruz. Tickets are $6.
Chinese New Year Prints of Folk Dieites will be
ibited Tuesdays through Saturdays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
gallery of the Chinese Culture Foundation of San
ncisco.
"Madame Rosa," winner of the 1978 Academy Award
best foreign film, 7 and 9:30 tonight at U C Berkeley,
Dwindle Hall.

Escape" are not rip-off
copies of other musicians’
music. It’s just that each
will have to pioneer a
distinct personality in his
music that will distinguish
them from other artists
who just seem to linger
around and never really
attain popular status, or hit
the 50,000 quota.
Ford is a jazz-rock
guitarist. Names like Jeff
Beck, Al DiMeola and John
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urnbling thieves pull
)ff ’The Brink’s Job’
By Leanne Augusto
The bumbling antics of
band of small time
eves in Post-World War
Boston makes for a
iny movie in William
ledkin’s "The Brink’s

tertainig as the easy-going,
Italian wife who doesn’t
like it if her husband gives
her something that he has
from
"boosted"
somewhere.
Sheldon Leonard, as J.
Edgar Hoover, is not very
The movie is based convincing in his part. He
in the true story of the doesn’t come across as the
n who broke into Brink’s head of the F.B.I. should,
Boston on Jan. 17, 1950, but he is still funny.
i stole $3 million in cash.
If music of the ’40s era
The men became
ional heroes of sorts

Movie
review
ause they had achieved
impossible - breaking
what was considered a
eat stronghold of
erica’s valables.
Peter Falk, in the
ring role of Tony Pino,
is to the other side of
law than what he was
IA. Columbo. Pino is the
ns and leader of the
g that ultimately broke
o the Brink’s Building in
ston.
The rest of the gang,
McGinnis (Peter
yle), Vinnie Costa ( Allen
O’Keefe
( Warren
les), Jazz Maffie ( Paul
rvino I, Sandy Richard n (Gerard Murphy) and
S Gusciora (Kevin
Conner) are all unlikely
eves.
Oates’ as the World
a r II battle weary
eran, is one of the more
tstanding performances
he field. His twitchy
ed Specs helps to add
ore humor to the movie.
Gena Rowlands, as
’s wife Mary, is en-

Ford can deal out the
jazz-rock sound of Beck
with the driving, sharp
rhythmic style of DiMeola,
focused by the creativity of
McLaughlin. But that’s
Ford’s main hindrance. It’s
hard to establish one’s own
definite sound in a brand of
music where others have a
"corner on the market."
"The Inside Story" is

is your thing, you’ll enjoy
the score, which is
sprinkled with songs by
Bing Crosby, The Andrew
Sisters and The Glenn
Miller Orchestra.
Because of the PG
rating, the movie reminds
one of a Walt Disney
feature with profanity. It is
a good family film and
should appeal to those who
are tired of sex and
violence in the cinema.

ELECTRIC - MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
DON’T GRADUATE...
without talking to the Naval
Undersea Warfare Engineering Station,
Keyport, Washington 98345
Civilian recruiter visiting
your campus soon
Contact your school placement
office for interview dates.

enjoyable listening for any
rock-jazz purist. With his
"roots" firmly grounded in
jazzy blues, and recording
and touring with such poprock elite as Joni Mitchell.
Kenny Loggins and Barbra
Streisand, Ford’s music
has the tightness lacking on
many other albums of this
nature.

mer lead singer of Elvin
Bishop’s band. He has a
smooth, gliding bluesy tone
in his singing with the rock
and roll back -beat that was
present on Scaggs’ "Silk

Tanner’s
identity
problem is much easier to
puts finger on. He seems to
be served up as Elektra’s
answer to Boz Scaggs.
Tanner is very Boz on a
number of songs. Tanner
has a much better voice,
which sounds a lot like
Mickey Thomas, the for-

Blue" is very similar in
sentiment to "Harbor
Lights"
and
"Never
Again" has the same
driving riffs as "Lido
Shuffle."
However, Tanner can
take Boz one step farther.
The man knows his rock
and roll.
"Getaway" is the kind
of song you want to crank
up while cruising down the
highway. "Your Tears
Don’t Lie" is another

number with that i:lassic
rock and roll beat and some
excellent guitar work by
Tanner and band member
Richie Zito.
"No Escape," despite
the Boz similarities, could
be one of those darkhorse
albums which turns out to
be a big-seller. Elektra had
to be encouraged when
Tanner’s record debuted at
No. 18 in HAM magazine’s
California Charts "FM"
poll this week.

Imported Cigarettes
Imported Cigars
Custom Tobacco
Fine Pipes, Gifts

Degrees" album.
"Lost at Love" is
Tanner’s answer to Boz’s
"It’s Over," "Lady in

Itarts&
entertainment

Vern’s Pipe
31

W. San Fernando and 1st St.
(An

easv walk from school)

classifieds
RETURNED PEACE
CORPS
VOLUNTEERS contact Patty
Gerken, 277.3446. Ind. Studies
207, M,W.Th. or F 9.6

announcements

Pro DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party.
65/11r. 206 3219.

Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass 8
. Friday and Saturday at the Palo Alto Cultural Center
itorium. $4 general; $3 students, senior citizens; $2.50
ken.
Fourth Annual Viennese Ball 9 p.m. Saturday at the
;’rancis Drake Hotel in San Francisco. Dress for the
to "suit your own fancy or fantasy." Tickets are $10 at
:ASS outlets.

McLaughlin have long been
established as the
premiere players in this
field. While Ford’s brand of
playing is to be commended he is a proven
studio-artist), he is just not
in the same league as the
afore-mentioned artists.

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Send
53.85 for Info. to SEAWORLD,
Box 61035, Sacto . CA 95860.

SKI UTAH, During Spring break
with SJSU SKI CLUB. FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City, Alta
and Snowbird; Transportation,
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included for $180.00 SIgnups
start Feb. 27th at 7:30 a.m. in the
Almaden Room, Student Union.
Also coming up is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY, Feb
17 UM. Come join us for fun and
sun in the mountains.

Sierra club meeting Tues. 7:30 pm
Guadalupe Rm student union.
Outdoor and conservation ac
tivities.

automotive

CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Develop
moot, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity 298 4509

1976 Pinto Pony. 4 speed 2000/offer
good COnditiOn. Phone: 377 68

_
SEXUALITY AND DISABILITY
SEMINAR Sat. Feb 24th 9 a.m.
5 p.m. at SJSU Student Union
Ball Room. 1.5.00 general 54
Pre
members
SOTA
registration required by Feb 16
Register in Old Science Building
outside 0 T office from 11.30 1
or call 217298!
Everyone
Welcome!

for sale

TYPING
Fast. Accurate and
reasonable too. IBM Selectric.
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose. Call Paty 984 1642.

COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life I give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description, in a portfolio
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors. Carol Lynne
Bowman! MA. 2412504 5,30
7.00pm most eves. 1 lam 1pm
Saturdays. Also, Dress for
Success for the business
minded. You never have to
make a clothes mistake again.

BASEBALL CARDS WANTE u
Quick Cash. See Dr. Lapin Bus
Tower 763 or call 1137 0191
In the beginning, there was Nelson
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest
prices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly 300 brands of audio
components, compacts, por
tables, and accessories for auto,
home, stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s VTRs, videoscreens
and games Everything you
need in hr.e entertainment at 5
to SO percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wrnty Plus optional 5 year
extended wrnty All accessories
at cost w/purc hese of any
system! 5 FREE LPs with each
purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound
works, the high prices at
Pacific, or the thrown together
junk systems at cal then you
owe It to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call The number
is 2S55550 M F after 2 p m
anytime weekends Ask for Ken
Audio Enterpirses HAS It’

WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
con
ion. No experience,
degree. or Japanese required.
Send long, stamped, self
addressed envelope for details.
Japan 72, P.O. Box 336, Cen
frolic WA 911531

GREENPEACE at SJSU! Aff- ;cif 6,
’75
Urnunhum Room, 3:15
Expedition film and other info

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Need
per
aggressive
sonalitydable
to
assume
responsibility/Part time job,
working with/public. From
10:00 am to 6:00 pm/Sat. Son
Contact Arcade Skee Ball/San
Market,/ 12000
Jose
Flea
Berryessa Rd /(09 1553 030 5100
weekdays

Female to share 1 Ed. Apt. Sauna,
p031, lacccuSi Central loc. $175
mo, and util. Eves 246-7723
LeaVe mess. 255 5437.

197; MAZDA R-X-2 atoned. GOOD
CONDITION, S1,250/off. ED at
238 4469 or 925.6974.
Mickey Thompson Polisher Valve
Covers for Chevy Small Block V
B Like New! $35.00 Call 277443
ask for Gene

help wanted

Do you need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
publication the
Spartan
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through as IS 180
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft ,and
flexible enough to try a new
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 1532
for more information.
Parttime,
Full time 10 Key
operators for tax season, In
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294
3613.294.3134.
Addressers wanted Immediately!
Work at home
no experience
necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 0350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.

SJSU. 3 bdrm. Victorian duplex.
Upper Unit, Completely
remodeled, EK, uilt.in vacuum,
forced air, own utility rm. 1,000
sq. ft. S300/mo. 712 S. 2nd, 377
6990.

_
WHAT NOW!! WHO KNOWS
ANYHOW...Have a speccial
one, WEE BLES: HAPPY
BIRTHDAY. LOVE T and T.

MOTHER OLSON’S
TWO Houses across St. frOM
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maidiserv.. T.V. parking
everything furnished. $30 per
wk. share., S50 wk. single, 122 N.
0th st. 279 9504.

Badge 1744: Wishing you the
happiest of birthdays.. Take it
easier today than you did last
Friday
Love you. X0X0X
M.D.B.

One
due
I 50
2 00
50
3 (l0

two
days
7 00
7 50
3 (I()
3 50

services

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid serv. fireplace,
courtyard, parking, 132 per wk.
share, $55 single. 202 S. 11th St.
call 61163 2937374,

TYPING
ACCURACY.
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
In Masters, Reports, Diner
?Miens. Approved by San Jose
Fre* room and board for right
State University Graduate
student. For company and .
Department. IBM Sel, II, South
friendship for older Professional
San Jose Blossom Valley Area
man. Active and Involved in ,
Janet. 227 9525.
Business and Community. Eve
and weekends 247 7723.
Roommate needed for 3 bedroom
house. HalUblock. from Duncan
Hall. 5120.00 per month, plus
$100 deposit Male or Female
Contact Joie or Woody, work
277.2249 home 293.6094.
Female roommate needed to share]
bed 2 bah apt. S100 Per rnOnth
plus onethird utilities 15 min.
from school, nice area. 267 9909.
lam a Bid Sci, major looking for a
reasonably quiet place to liven
Santa Clara.Sunnyvale Cuper
tine areas. I prefer a non
smoking /of anything) en
vironment. I am responsible and
will do my share of house
keeping, etc. Maximum rent I
can pay is $165. If interested,
call 249 2850 M.T.Th.F. 3.10 P.M.
or 241 5012 weekends Ask for
Brian.

Seeking a female companion to live
with a nice, handicapped man
And hoping the woman would
like a longterm relationship I
live near campus and my phone
number is 2911 2300.

NURSING
Flexible Hours/GOOd
Pay Aides/Ord. SS 00/M. LVN’S
14.50/11r R.61 ’5
Some
Experience Required Call 287
1749 for Appt
TIME
WANTED:
PART
DISHWASHER We need you to
work from 12 to 1:30,86 F S3.00/r
and lunch. Lord Chancellors.
779 0951.

Prof Exp. Typist Fast, accurate,
reasonable IBM Selectric II
2520058
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
Renee
PERMANENTLY
Licensed.
Slate
Towers
Registered E ler trologist 17 yes
Complimentary
experience
consultation. Located off S
Bascom on Stokes By appt 295
nyu

for
a
Wedding
Looking
Photographer? Images by John
are exprelons of love, soft,
elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at
269 7937,

EXPERT TYPING 20 years
experience. IBM Correcting
Selectric Term papers, theses,
reports, manuscripts, etc. (On
Graduate Typist List) Call
Kathie Blossom Hill Area 578
1216, tam gpm

Expert -typing and proofreading of
term papers etc fast service
Slipg Sheila 279 9129

Mature Babysitter available in
Part time
area
S.J.S.1.1
References. Debbie 292 7140

Spartan
Daily
reaches
over
25,000
people

TYPO GRAPHICS. INC
Writing and editing resumes
Medic al ,Legal typing and trans
Publications/Brochures
Term papers
10 percent discount to students
With student ID cards
For
appointment call 297 9954

day

Prot Cop Tyist Fast, accurah
reasonable IBM Selectric I
252 8050

Lemke’s Typing Service Student
Rates 2974120
Typing
thesis, term papers, etc
experienced and fast Phone 269
8674

Print Your Ad Hare:

RATES--

Change?

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979
We
represent all charter operators
LONDON (inclding Laker)
PARIS
FRANKFURT
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdam’s
new
gateway)
ZURICH. COPENHAGEN
G
ENEVA
SHANNON
BRUSSELS .MADRID
MIL
AN.
YUGOSLAVIA.
LIMA,
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA).
COSTA RICA.. JAMICA.. RIO
DeJANEIRO HONG KONG
TEL
AVIV.
MANILA
TOKYO
AUSTRALIA
TAIPEI
SIGNAPORE
HONOLULU
NEW YORK
CITY.. Plus student flights
throughout Asia, Africa and the
Middle East
International
Student Identity Card issuance
Eurail, Student Ranil and
Britrail passes Youth Hostel
cards
Overseas
job
placement . U.SA
CANADA
and MEXICO TRAVEL Hard
to find Travel books Luggage.
Maps, backpacks and other
travel aids.. Trip and Travel
Planning Company (charter
Travel Specialists) 444 E Wm
Street (blocks from TOGO’S) San
Jose, CA, 95112 192 1613 Men
Fri. 9 6. Sat 103

personals

Wanted
Student to live in
Rm /BoardiSm
Salary in
return for child care and It.
hsewk
Own transportation
reg’d. Non Smoker. Mt. View.
961 1314.

Deli Counter Girl NEEDED 49 pin
daily and wknds. Cupertino
area 255 5381

Nursing major needs Fem roornate
share 2bdrm apt. 1152 sand 1/2
utilirno
Neat, responsible
student Studious &mos. 7 mmn.
from campus Rec. <mph, 288
7490.
.
_
JERI MICHELLE Be I Billy I 0
Renfifb Happy Valentines Day. I
love you, Willard.

housing

Volvo ’70. 4 speed. good cond. AM.
FM stereo. $1,900 or best offer
294 7396 after 7 pm.

Trish L. My heart pounds for your
sweat lone sounds. Be my
Valentine. Fuzzy Poppy

trawl

tCount approximetely 30 letters and

inter
days
2 15
7 75
3 15
3 75

delAS
2 40
2 90
3 40
3 90

eve
days
50
300
350
00

50

50

SO

(a,"
adth
trona,
da)

I Bch adtknonal Idle add

has many meanings., change from a
dollar, change your shirt, change that
picture, etc. Change...from renting to
owning? Now, that makes sense. Sense,
when it comes to this change. is Antique
Realty. "Good Sense."
Ask for: Farzad Emami
268-1150

50

Motonden Mt, Lines One Dan
Ser.-wile, ter .11 ’suers, $ 25 00

lily

St, A .)Cla..,dri afro),
AA.011111PAIPAIIS
A .tomot.ve
A Sale

Ent losed,s

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
ttetp Wanted
list and Found
Pmsonals

SPARTAN OAK V CLASSIFIED

Salim

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
sa11711M1

[Medlin. wo Mt, p..... Ii, publication
Coneacuts publication dates only
No rcilunds on cancNed scla
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Wire Tap
Rules committee
OKs dress code

Stilt

SACRAMENTO 1API The Senate Rules Commitee has a message for
casually dressed assemblymen: no coat, no tie, no
admission.

Triola loses fight
for more money
LOS ANGELES AP The judge in the Lee
Marvin property settlement trial refused today
to allow Michelle Tnola
Marvin to file an additional
claim for $1 million,
declaring there is no basis
in the law to sue for
of
"misrepresentation
love."

The
Senate’s
housekeeping committee
approved a resolution
Wednesday prohibiting
men from coning onto the
Senate floor during
sessions without wearing a
coat and be.
A 5-0 vote sent the
measure, SR 13, to the full
Senate. It would require
women to wear dresses or
pant suits on the floor.

Superior Court Judge
Marshall
adArthur
ditionally ruled that the
amendment proposed to
the lawsuit by Miss Marvin’s attorney was not
timely and should not have
been filed halfway through
the trial.

Senate President Pro
Tem James Mills, the
author,
resolution’s
refused to say the
resolution was aimed at
assemblymen. But he
acknowledged some lower
house members have come
onto the Senate floor
without a coat and tie.

His decision came
after attorney Marlyn
Mitchelson
argued
vehemently that the actor
had defrauded Miss
Marivn by vowing he loved
her-a statement he has said
was a lie.

’’It is related to the fact
members of the Senate like
to be sure there’s an appearance of dignity in the
state Senate," the San
Diego Democrat said.

This beign Valentine’s Day," the attorney
said, "maybe idle male
promises or even idle
female promises are those
we can expect to see on a
Valentine card. But this is
a relationship that lasted
six years and one party
was intending to deceive
the other party."

"It’s not aimed at
anybody." Reaction in the
Assembly ranged from
bitterness to acquiescence.
"It’s sad senators find
themselves still caught up
in appearances, which
usually means they’re not
committed to substances,"
said Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos.

He was referring to
statements during Marvin’s testimony that the
actor vowed his love for the
woman he lived with, but
felt these statements were
"only idle male promises."

Jsoe
San
The
Democrat, given to
wearing slacks and opennecked shirts, added: "I
have no need to go on the
Senate floor and I assume
no senator will have a need
to talk about a bill with me
anymore."

In the responding
argument, a member of the
Marvin defense team,
Berndt Lohr-Schmidt, said
that even if Marvin had
announced he loved the
former showgirl, "that is
not a promise to continue
loving in the future."

But

another

assem-

blyman who often shuns a
tie and coat, Tom Bates, DBerkeley, said he would
abide by the rule, if
adopted by the full Senate
"I’m not going to let
the question of a dress code
interfere with my ability to
be effective," he said. "As
long as the rule is passed, I
will honor it, even though I
don’t think it has any
bearing on issues we’re
dealing with."
Casual attire has
become more common in
recent years in the
Assembly, but the Senate
has stuck to an unwritten
coat-and -tie dress code.
The code would apply
to legislators, legislative
aides and news reporters
and photographers, but not
to television cameramen,
soundmen and persons
sitting in the Senate
gallery.

really think we’re in bad
shape."
O’Leary, an economist
and career government
energy official, said he
previously predicted that
world oil production would
peak between 1983 and
1987, but -I now have
moved that down to 1981 to
1985."
That leaves hardly any
time for the United States
to develop major substitute
sources of energy if imports are slowed.
It now takes some eight
to 10 years to build a large
electric
coal-fired
generating plant, and 10
years to 12 years for a
nuclear powerplant.

Internatiollal

Ambassador shot,
kidnappers killed

National

O’Leary predicts
Iran may stop oil
WASHINGTON I AP) Deputy Energy Secretary
John F. O’Leary predicts a
shortage of imported oil
within two to six years and
says the United States is in
bad shape to deal with a
resulting energy crisis.
O’Leary, meeting with
yesterday,
reporters
predicted Iran’s new
government will restrain
oil production to save some
of its one major resource,
petroleum, for its future
economic development.
or
present
Other
potential oil exporters,
including Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and Mexico, may
make similar decisions,
O’Leary said.
"We’re going to need a
lot of energy or we’re going
to suffer," O’Leary said. "I

NEW DELHI, India
API - Moslem gunmen
shot and killed the U.S.
to
ambassador
Afghanistan, Adolph Dubs,
when security forces
stormed a hotel where
Dubs was being held
hostage today, it was
reported by the official
radio in the Afghan capital
of Kabul.
The broadcast said all
four kidnappers were
killed. Officials at the U.S.
Embassy in New Delhi said
the gunmen had demanded
freedom for three Shiite
Moslem clergymen jailed
by the leftist Afghan
government.
Those officials said
they did not know whether
the ambassador was killed
by his kidnappers or by
police bullets.
Washington,
In
American officials sharply
Kabul
the
criticized
government’s decision to
storm the building.

spartaguide
Akbayan Filipino Club
will meet at 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
All students welcome. Call
Marvin Sabado, 251-7827
for more information.
The SJSU Karate club
will meet from 4 until 5:30
p.m. today in Men’s Gym,
room 201. Meetings will be
held every Monday through
Thursday. Call Dr. Mark
Sneller, 277-3004 for further
information.
Educational
Opportunity Program will
sponsor recruitment by the
California Highway Patrol
from 10 a. in. until :i p.m.
today in front of the
Student Union. All minority
males and females are
encouraged to be there to
ask questions and complete
application materials. All
applicants who are between 20 and 31 years of
age, have a high school
diploma or equivalency are
are in good physical condition are encouraged to
apply as well. Call 277-1800
for more information.
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade will
talk on the U.S. visit by
Chinese
Vice -Premier
Teng Ilsiao-ping at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.
Phi Alpha Theta
I honor society of history
students I will meet at 7:30
-

p.m. Friday at the home of
Dr. Thomas Wendel. Dr.
Wendel will speak on
in
Music
"Colonial
Harpsichord
America:
Music" and will perform
five musical selections.
Anyone may attend. Maps
to Dr. Wendel’s home can
be picked up at the history
office, Dudley Moorhead
Hall, room 134. Call Scott
MacArthur, 227-9332 for
more information.
National Association of
Accountants will hold a
dinner meeting at 6 p.m.
Friday at Lou’s village,
1465 W. San Carlos St.
Guest speaker will be SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Call Sharon Blair, 265-9470
for more information.

Policy and Human Rights
in Asia.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet from

7 until 8:30 tonight in Allen
Hall dorm 110th and San
Carlos). Call Jim Chandler, 294-5638 for more
information.

ARLUABLELOUPOW"
10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
AT

CONTINENTAL AUTO PARTS
516 So 2nd Street
San Jose, CA
SPECIALIZING IN:
Colman, idpartese I ngIrNh

anclmat

279.1777 or 286.8989
COUPON EXPIRES 12/31 /79

Sigma
Kappa
Fraternity will present a
charity show and needs
talent. Audition now. Call
John, Pete, Anita or Bob at
279-9860 for details.

Kabul Radio, in an
announcement relayed to
Washington, said Afghan
police "tried their best to
free the ambassador from
the terrorists and the
terrorists refused to free
him."
Kabul Radio gave this
account of what happened:
Four men wearing
traffic police uniforms
stopped Dubs’ automobile,
which was driven by an
Afghan chauffeur, as the
ambassador was nding to
work at about 8:45 local
time. They opened the door
and told Dubs they were
"arresting" him.
The kidnappers took
him to the Kabul Hotel in
the heart of the city, took
over a guest room and
communicated
their
demands to authorities.
Three hours later, the
kidnappers threatened to
kill the ambassador in 10
minutes if their demands
were not met. Among the
demands was that a man
Bahridden
known
as
Bahez, who was not
identified further, be
turned over to them.
Authorities did not know
where Bahez was, the
broadcast said, so police
and soldiers rushed the
building.

Americans saved
in Iranian siege
TEHRAN, Iran API Scores of guerrillas firing
automatic weapons stormed the U.S. Embassy in
downtown Tehran today,
wounded two Marine
guards and took the ambassador and 101 other
Americans hostage before
forces of the new government rescued them in a 31/2 hour gun battle.
Later reports said
armed gangs were searching American homes in
Tehran and other cities. No
further injuries were
in
but
reported,
Washington sources said
administration
the Carter
plans to resume mass
evacuation of Americans
from Iran this weekend
with the ultimate goal of
airlifting 5,000 from the
stricken country, sources
said today.

Faculty jobs next concer
I Continued from Page II
Prof. Dan Unruh, of the
Department of Human
Performance,
also
believed it was too early to
pass judgment.
"The faculty as a
whole has great respect for
her abilities," Unruh
allowed.
Psychology Prof. Gene
Medinnus didn’t know
"what she’s done or what
she hasn’t done.

U.S.
officials
in
Washington said 1,700 of
the nearly 7,000 U.S.
citizens currently in Iran
were prepared to pull out.

Professor
of
mathematics
Alfred
Halterman hasn’t seen
much difference yet between
Fullerton’s administration and the prior
administration of Bunzel.

voliorton has no
had to go through a
of promotions, rete
and tenure, which
subject of concern to
faculty members

"That’s coming
said Christensen, of
political science de
ment. "It will be
teresting to see how
handles that."

$1188

Portillo, Mexico
welcome Carter
MEXICO CITY (AP President Carter was
greeted Wednesday by
5,000 flag-waving Mexicans
and said his state visit is an
opportunity to resolve
differences "in a spirit of
peace, friendship, and
mutual respect."
First in Spanish, then
in English, the president
told Mexican President
Jose Lopez Fortino: "We
have a great deal to accomplish. I cannot imagine
a more appropriate day for
our reunion. Happy St.
Valentine’s Day. Long live
Mexico."
Lopez Portillo, whose
bargaining position has
been improved by the
discovery of Mexico’s vast
oil and natural gas
reserves, told Carter in
Spanish: "We welcome
you, sir, and hope your
sojourn in Mexico will be a
happy one. No other two
countries have as much to
talk about."

CORD and DENIM
BELLS
CORD BIG BELLS
NUVO FLARES

MOVIN’ ON JEANS
Special selection $7

50

the
Pant Farm
( 37 1-81 51 )

1840 S. BASCOM AVE.

Marn..1. Ar

PA -F 10-9, SAT. 10-6, SUN. 12-5

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
years best job offers
Mare Island is an engineer’s kind of world. We’re the third largest active
naval shipyard in the U.S. and the West Coast’s oldest and best known
naval institution.
And, we’re located in one of the world’s best places to live and workthe
heart of Northern California! San Francisco Is Just bay away. . .the
famous wine country is right next door...and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week -end! To get complete information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an interview.

,s; INTERVIEWS
FEBRUARY 20,1979

-

Howard Dauiton
0 Wilbur Fix
Gail Parsons
First & Santa Clara Streets
294-7254

"I think she has a lousy
job," Rushmore said.
"She’s concerned about
faculty morale - who isn’t?
But on the other hand, her
options are pretty few."

In the northwest city of
Tabriz, major fighting
broke out and several
hundred persons were
killed, Iranian reporters
said. There was no immediate confirmation of
the reports.

GROPE and Campus
Ministry will present Don
Luce at 1 p.m. today in the
S.U. Costa n oa n Room.
Luce will speak on U.S.

Sunday School (all ages) 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services 9:30- 1 1:00 a.m.
Ministers

His colleague, Prof.
Jay Rushmore, believed
Fullerton has done a good
job.

"I was a little
prised that Fullerton
come out and talked t
faculty as a group
spring, but these t
take tme," Halle
said,

We offer civilian career opportunities that stress immediate "hands-on"
responsibilityyour chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start.

Folkdancing
SJSU
Club meets at 7:30 every
Friday night in the
Women’s Gym. Lessons
are from 7:30 until 9 p.m,
and open dancing from 9
until 12 p.m. Teaching is at
all levels. Call Maureen
O’Day, 296-0178 for more
information.

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

"Fullei ton is apparently
not
controversial," he said.

NIAIII ISLAND NANA’ SI III ’YARD
HEADQUARTERS FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
The largest inventory of eierose equipment
in Northern Californi

Vallejo, California
An Equal Opporninity Employer
U. S. Citirenahip Required

VALLEJO

RUSS WARNER

EXERCISE EQUIPT. CO.
1223 The Alameda, San lose
(Across from Andy’s Pet Shop)

293-9966
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